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YOUR JOURNEY BEGINS WITH US



Jordan Winery, Healdsburg, Sonoma County.
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THE WORLD’S TOP TRAVEL AGENCIES AND ADVISORS ARE VIRTUOSO®.

WHERE WILL YOU WANDER?
When you’re ready to go, look to a Virtuoso travel advisor for inspiration  

and practical advice on navigating travel’s landscape now. 

For close-to-home getaways or far-flung trips of a lifetime, Virtuoso advisors are your  
resource for the insight you need to plan a safe, successful, and unforgettable vacation.  

Their expertise and access to Virtuoso’s network of the world’s best travel brands, perks,  
and experiences mean your most memorable trips are yet to come.

Connect with an advisor at virtuoso.com. 



We would like to welcome you to the magical archipelago of the Galápagos. In the seven years our guests have been discovering 
these islands, we have developed an intimate understanding of how to form meaningful connections between travelers and the destination.

SILVER ORIGIN
Designed for the Galápagos, built around you

YOUR ALL-INCLUSIVE GALÁPAGOS VOYAGE

CONTACT YOUR VIRTUOSO TRAVEL ADVISOR TO BOOK YOUR GALÁPAGOS ADVENTURE TODAY.

Sulivan Bay, Santiago Darwin Bay, Genovesa

Punta Suárez, Española

Isla Santa Fé

Gardner Bay, Española

Prince Philip's Steps,
Genovesa

Cerro Brujo, San Cristobal
Punta Mangle, 
Fernandina

Punta Moreno,
Isabela

Breeding Center, 
Pto Ayora, Santa Cruz

San Cristóbal

North Seymour

Duration 7 Days

Silver Origin
Buccaneer Cove, Santiago

Punta Vicente Roca

Punta Cormorant
Champion Islet

San Cristobal

Kicker Rock
Elizabeth Bay

Tagus Cove
Punta Espinoza, Fernandina

Bahía Borrero, Santa Cruz

Santa Cruz Highlands

Isla Guy Fawkes

Post Office Bay

Isla Bartolome

Cerro Dragon

Duration 7 Days

Silver Origin

HIGHLIGHTED ITINERARIES

Snorkeling in Rabida, Galápagos

Silver Origin will alternate two seven-day itineraries in which guests will spend their days exploring Darwin’s “Living Laboratory of Evolution”. 

VIRTUOSO VOYAGES
  DATE NIGHTS EMBARK/DISEMBARK SHIP STARTING FROM OFFERS

Sep 4, 21 7 San Cristobal roundtrip Silver Origin  $10,890 

Oct 9, 21 7 San Cristobal roundtrip Silver Origin  $10,800 

Nov 6, 21 7 San Cristobal roundtrip Silver Origin  $9,990 

Feb 19,  22 7 Baltra to San Cristobal Silver Origin  $11,340 

May 7, 22 7 San Cristobal to Baltra Silver Origin  $11,610 

Jun 4, 22 7 San Cristobal to Baltra Silver Origin  $11,340 

  DATE NIGHTS EMBARK/DISEMBARK SHIP STARTING FROM OFFERS

Jul 2, 22 7 San Cristobal to Baltra Silver Origin  $11,160 

Aug 20, 22 7 Baltra to San Cristobal Silver Origin  $11,160 

Oct 22, 22 7 San Cristobal to Baltra Silver Origin  $10,710 

Nov 26, 22 7 Baltra to San Cristobal Silver Origin  $10,260 

Mar 4, 23 7 Baltra to San Cristobal Silver Origin  $11,610 

SAVE UP TO 10% ON SELECT VOYAGES WHEN YOU BOOK AND PAY IN FULL BY AUGUST 31, 2021.
PLUS, ENJOY A $300 SHIPBOARD CREDIT WHEN YOU BOOK YOUR VOYAGE WITH A VIRTUOSO ADVISOR.

GENERAL EXCLUSIONS: All fares, savings, offers, programs, and itineraries are subject to change without notice. Any fares shown are per guest, based on double occupancy, and may include Early Booking Bonus (if on valid sailing date and within the promotional period). 
Additional restrictions may apply. Silversea reserves the right to correct any errors or omissions. Visit www.silversea.com/terms-and-conditions.html for full offer details and complete Terms and Conditions. This document may contain inadvertent technical or factual inac-
curacies and typographical errors. Silversea reserves the right to correct errors and omissions at any time without prior notice, and to cancel any offered product, service, program, reward, savings, credit, amenity, etc. in the event of any error or omission in the description, 
including pricing and availability. 
Due to evolving health protocols, some imagery and messaging may not accurately refl ect current onboard and destination offerings, or the public health standards and government requirements that modify or limit these offerings. Onboard and destination experiences, 
features, itineraries, and guest conduct rules vary by ship and destination and are subject to change without notice.

INCLUDED IN THE VOYAGE:

• International Roundtrip Economy Class fl ights

• Roundtrip fl ight between Ecuador and the Galápagos

• Two pre-cruise hotel nights in Quito and one post-cruise day-use hotel in Guayaquil

• Quito by night tour

• Transfers and luggage handling

• National Park and immigration fees

• Highly-qualifi ed Expedition Team, comprising experts in their fi eld

• Guided Zodiac, land and sea tours, and shore-side activities

• Enrichment lectures by our Expedition Team

• Butler service in every suite category

• Onboard gratuities and unlimited Wi-Fi

• Restaurants serving diverse cuisine and an in-suite 24-hour dining service

• Beverages in-suite and throughout the ship, including sparkling and selected wines, premium 
spirits, soft drinks, and more

ADDITIONAL INCLUSIONS:

Terms and conditions apply.



As you travel through these wild islands, admiring endemic wildlife species and exploring unusual terrains, your curiosity will be 
hard at work. Silversea has hand-picked a team of experts to enrich your voyage — all certifi ed by the Galápagos National Park 
and permanent residents of the islands — forming the highest ratio of qualifi ed guides-to-guests in the archipelago (1:10). You’ll 
discover the most fascinating aspects of the region in advanced lectures and one-on-one discussions, then venture ashore on the 
largest fl eet of Zodiacs in the Galápagos (1:12.5) to learn more, accompanied by the same team of experts.

The fi rst destination-specifi c ship built by Silversea, Silver Origin is the height of experiential travel in the Galápagos. Never before 
have the islands been so superbly presented: a team of Ecuadorian national expert guides, the highest crew-to-guest ratio in the 
Galápagos, 8 Zodiacs, and seamless hybrid spaces that offer an extraordinary voyage – for extraordinary people.

YOUR IMMERSIVE EXPEDITION 
Travel deeper into the Galápagos

COMFORT MEETS DESTINATION 
Mindful travel at the forefront of design 

Guests in Rabida Island, Galápagos

GROUP HIKES

Your most remarkable memories from the Galápagos Islands will likely come 
from a simple hike through these vibrant lands, which teem with endemic 
fl ora and fauna species. Ask your accompanying expert for information on 
Charles Darwin, who walked these lands before you.

A Zodiac in Bahía Elizabeth, Isabela Island, Galápagos

ZODIAC® CRUISING

Accompanied by our expert naturalists, you will enjoy immersive Zodiac 
tours to discover the remarkable ecosystems of each island—both on the 
water and venturing ashore. Thanks to the Zodiacs’ versatility, you are sure 
to get close to the action.

Guests kayaking in the Galápagos

ACTIVE KAYAKING

Kayak around Darwin’s Bay and admire Genovesa Island’s craggy landscape. 
Keep your eyes on the water for signs of wildlife; they’re sure to abound. 
Galápagos Penguins, marine turtles and playful sea lions inhabit the 
Galápagos’ waters, as well as an abundance of tropical fi sh species.

Expedition team lecture

ADVANCED LECTURES

Prepare for your onshore excursions with the best of the best, as our expert 
naturalists provide you with inside information in advanced lectures. Silver 
Origin’s Basecamp and Explorer Lounge provide the perfect spaces in which 
to learn new things.

Enjoy total relaxation in the Royal Suite

Soak in your ocean-view whirlpool bath

TRANSFORM YOUR IDEA OF TRAVEL

Silver Origin offers immersion far beyond excursion. She is one of only two ships 
sailing in the Galápagos to feature dynamic positioning – meaning no anchor 
to damage the delicate sea-bed ecosystem. She is also plastic free – guests are 
gifted a metallic reusable water bottle.

No matter where you are on Silver Origin, you feel like the Galápagos is right there 
with you, thanks to large fl oor-to-ceiling windows that extend throughout the ship. 
You might even spot a sea lion relaxing on shore through your glass horizon balcony 
or private ocean-view shower. 

You become an expedition expert at the new Basecamp, a “knowledge lounge” that 
opens out directly onto the marina, with easy access to the Zodiac deck. Hungry 
for more? Savor truly authentic Ecuadorian recipes using only the freshest local 
ingredients, accompanied by the best regional wine. 

Silver Origin is the only ship in the entire Galápagos region to offer butler service in 
every suite. In fact, with the highest ratio of crew per guest in the area, we are happy 
to give our guests that personal touch that makes their stay on board as enjoyable as 
their visit to the islands themselves.

Explorer Lounge
Meet for briefi ngs with your Expedition 
Team by day, unwind with oceanfront 
views and live music by night.

Basecamp
The perfect meeting point for Zodiac 
excursions, the Basecamp has been 
specially designed to offer guests a chance 
to prepare for their next adventure.

Observation Lounge
The ideal spot to relax, read a book 
picked from the curated library, and 
enjoy sweeping views from the bow.

Eco-Focused
Our carbon footprint is well below 
standard to preserve one of the world’s 
most important protected natural areas.

All-suite accommodations
Silver Origin’s suites offer sophisticated interiors, with ocean-view bathtub, balcony shower, and 
pioneering Horizon Balcony, as well as our superb butler service for every suite, regardless of category.
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FIND YOURSELF 

IN SWITZERLAND

ADVERTISEMENT

MySwitzerland.com

Take in the views at Lake 
Bachalp in the Jungfrau/
Interlaken Region.



However you wish to wander, Switzerland is calling you.
Treat your palate to the fruits of six world-renowned wine regions, paired with local cuisine. 

Connect with nature at every level, from lakeshores to forest treetops to towering alpine trails. 

Or intrigue your inner art afi cionado at dozens of galleries and museums showcasing works of 

masters past and present. Wellness pursuits, luxury shopping, fi ne dining, stylish nightlife, 

and great adventure are all waiting for you in Switzerland.

ADVERTISEMENT

ZURICH
Come for the Chocolate, Stay for the Culture 
Of the more than 50 museums and 100 galleries that house masterpieces ranging 

from the thirteenth century to contemporary, by far the most delicious is the new 

Lindt Home of Chocolate. Here, you’ll fi nd more than 65,000 square feet of rich 

confections and sweet heritage. Such delights will fuel your explorations of this 

epicenter of culture, set on both a lake and a river, surrounded by historic villages 

and the Swiss Alps. Explore the 2,000-year-old Old Town and the up-and-coming 

Zurich-West quarter. See the remarkable works of the Kunsthaus museum and its 

expansion, opening this October, making it the largest art museum in Switzerland. 

JUNGFRAU REGION & INTERLAKEN
The Top of Europe 
Whichever trail you choose to follow through the Jungfrau Region, the journey is 

beautifully rewarding. Hike across a glacier to Switzerland’s highest serviced hut, 

challenge yourself on the Eiger’s imposing North Face that towers above the village 

of Grindelwald, or venture through alpine meadows to Bachalpsee, a mountain lake 

that is the jewel of the Bernese Alps. In the Interlaken holiday region, artisans show 

their fi ne-tuned skills. Learn about the tradition of Swiss musical instruments from 

an alphorn maker and take a short walk through the stunning Spiez Vineyard for a 

multisensory exploration of the Swiss wine-growing culture.

The Jungfrau railway 
leads to Jungfraujoch-

Top of Europe.

Lake Zurich is a popular 
destination for  swimming 
and sailing. 

Explore Zurich’s 
Old Town.



LAKE GENEVA & MATTERHORN REGION 
Views – and Vineyards – for Days 
The southwestern part of Switzerland, nestled around Lake Geneva and the nearby 

mountains of Matterhorn state, is a nature and food lover’s paradise. Highlights not to be 

missed include Geneva’s famous fountain, the Jet d’Eau; UNESCO World Heritage sites like 

the terraced vineyards of Lavaux and the Great Aletsch Glacier; the Olympic Museum 

in Lausanne; and the world-famous mountain, the Matterhorn. Insiders recommend 

taking a watchmaking course in a local workshop in Geneva’s old town and exploring 

the vineyards by e-bike. With the highest density of Michelin-starred restaurants in 

Switzerland, this destination off ers local fare and unrivaled wines that reward the senses. 

TOURING SWITZERLAND
Wondrous Beauty by Road Trip or Rail 
Embark on over 1,000 miles of Swiss bliss on a Grand Tour that 

comprises 22 lakes, fi ve alpine passes, 12 UNESCO World Heritage 

sites, and countless moments that will leave you in awe. Truly the 

journey of a lifetime, this road trip allows you to deeply discover 

Switzerland at your own pace. Meanwhile, the Grand Train Tour of 

Switzerland spans nearly 800 miles, 11 lakes, and fi ve UNESCO World 

Heritage sites aboard the most panoramic lines. With no restricted 

direction or duration, this rail adventure is yours to enjoy as you 

wish, hopping on and off  wherever you please. Head to Zermatt 

or St. Moritz, Lavaux or Lake Lucerne, or beyond. 

SWISSTAINABLE
Explore Responsibly 
Switzerland is proud to partner with Virtuoso’s Sustainability 

Community to champion responsible travel, off ering travelers 

greater understanding and deeper consciousness as they explore. 

Preserving the precious resources that beckon travelers – from 

mountain gorges to lakeside vineyards – is vital to continuing the 

journey. Consider the Grand Tour of Switzerland self-driving 

route, the world’s fi rst national road trip, with the option to 

drive entirely in an electric vehicle. Along the way, learn about 

the many UNESCO-listed sites and distinct biospheres, certain 

to inspire and astound. 

LAUSANNE
The Good Life with a Hip Side 
In Lausanne, innovation and forward-thinking energy blend with historic, grand lakeside 

estates and UNESCO-treasured wine regions to form an intriguing setting for Swiss 

getaways. There is something for every type of traveler here. Nurture mind, body, and 

soul at the venerable Beau-Rivage Palace, where an exclusive new wellness program 

off ers personalized care for you. Visit Domaine du Daley, situated in the heart of the 

terraced vineyards of Lavaux and home to 15 grand crus of distinct terroir, structure, 

and fl avor, waiting to be discovered. Or simply marvel at the Gothic old town, adorned 

with both ornate architecture and contemporary settings. 

Travel on the Bernina 
Express train to the alpine 
village of Pontresina.

Drive through Interlaken 
Holiday Region on the Grand 
Tour of Switzerland.

Hike on Mont-Salève to 
enjoy a fantastic view of 

Geneva’s water jet.

Explore the vineyards 
of Lavaux around 
Lake Geneva.
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Join Backroads, the leader in active travel for 40+ 

years, and enjoy active adventures in the freedom of 

the great outdoors. In over 65 countries, from easy-

going to avid. Every trip features world-class luxury 

with unrivaled service and support from a dedicated 

team of Trip Leaders.

BIKE & E-BIKE

WALK & HIKE

PADDLE

CRUISE

SAFARI

Contact your Virtuoso advisor for details and book your Backroads adventure today.

EXPLORE THE WORLD

THE BACKROADS WAY

Your Pace, Your Day, Your Adventure
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Editor’s Note

         U  N  Y      GO  MY  ON   

grade-schooler at the time, was trying to recall 

a destination we’d visited on a past vacation. 

“What’s that place we went to that starts with 

a C?” he asked. My daughter weighed in with some pos-

sibilities: “Cancún? Croatia? Costa Rica? The Cayman 

Islands?” Finally he remembered: “Crete!” The woman 

seated at the table next to us, overhearing our exchange, 

looked on incredulously and said, “Seriously?”

I know, I know: It may sound a tad excessive out of 

context, but fellow travelers understand. My husband 

and I have both worked in the travel industry for more 

than 25 years, and our children have had passports since 

birth – travel is woven into the fabric of our family. Now 

in college, our kids have grown into global citizens who 

are curious, compassionate, and open minded. Our 

dinner table discussions still turn to our favorite topic: 

where we should go next. Like the rest of the world, the 

pandemic forced us to put our travel plans on hold – but 

not our travel dreams. As borders begin to reopen and 

cruise lines, hotels, tour operators, and the entire tour-

ism workforce prepare to welcome visitors back with 

open arms, now the question is: Where will we go first? 

That’s why this issue of Virtuoso Life was especially 

fun to put together. The editorial team – all avid trav-

elers who normally have at least one itinerary in the 

works – indulged 

their wanderlust 

with Wanderlist, 

Virtuoso’s new 

online planning 

tool that allows 

you to gather trip 

ideas and inspira-

tion and share them with others. “What’s on Our Wan-

derlists” (page 73) reveals our own staff picks for places 

we want to go and things we want to do there, ranging 

from Virtuoso-exclusive experiences to the restaurants, 

shops, and excursions we’ve bookmarked for the future. 

Art director Korena Bolding Sinnett may have London 

on her Wanderlist for a future adventure, but her most 

recent excursion took her to Hawaii (“Island Made,” 

page 88). Her gorgeous photography perfectly captures 

the aloha spirit of the artists behind the state’s tradition-

al crafts. Elsewhere, documentary photographer Alison 

Wright shares some of her global portraits (“In This To-

gether,” page 100). You’ll also find articles on exploring 

Alaska, cruising Portugal’s Douro River, winetasting in 

California’s Sonoma Valley, and more.

As we move from dreaming to doing, we hope you’ll 

use this issue as an idea book for your own Wanderlists 

(and dinner conversations). 
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•  1-NIGHT PRE-CRUISE HOTEL STAY

with FR   ground transfers between 

the hotel and the vessel 

•  UNLIMITED SHORE EXCURSIONS 

available in port aboard deluxe, 

private motorcoaches

•  UNLIMITED WIFI

•  UNLIMITED BEVERAGES

including an extensive wine list, 

choice spirits, local craft  beers and 

specialty coff ees 

•  OPEN BARS AND LOUNGES

throughout the vessel including a 

smoothie and juice bar    R  morning

•  ALTERNATIVE DINING featuring fresh 

lobster and   D   rime Beef available 

   R  night

•  24-HOUR IN-ROOM DINING 

•  LIVE, DAILY ENTERTAINMENT 

AND ENRICHMENT

   R   I R        X C L   I   :  $ 5 0  P E R  P E R S O N  P R E M I U M  S H O R E  E X P E R I E N C E  C R E D I T 

C A L L  Y O U R  V I R T U O S O  A D V I S O R  T O  B O O K  Y O U R 

V I C T O R Y  C R U I S E  L I N E S  A L L- I N C L U S I V E  V O Y A G E .

OUR ALL-INCLUSIVE FARES INCLUDE:

Bonus Savings shown is per stateroom, on select voyages.  Eligible itineraries are capacity-controlled and may be changed or withdrawn at any time. For full terms and conditions, 

call your Virtuoso travel advisor.  Mention Off er Code: SPRING. Book by August 31, 2021. ©2021 Victory Operating Company, LLC. Vessel registry: Bahamas. NA329

You don’t have to go far to fi nd a remarkable vacation. You can spark curiosity on an 

adventure close to home. A world of cultures is yours to discover within the reaches of North 

America. From the majesty of the Great Lakes, to the remote wilderness of Alaska, 

treasured destinations and immersive experiences await. 

  J        $44000                 2022        

GREAT LAKES | ALASKA & THE PACIFIC COAST | CANADA & NEW ENGLAND

SOUTHEAST USA | MEXICO & THE YUCATAN PENINSULA

D I S C O V E R  B E Y O N D

CLOSER TO HOME

  J        $44000                 2022          J        $44000                 2022        
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CONTACT YOUR PREFERRED VIRTUOSO TRAVEL ADVISOR TO BOOK

Set sail with Uniworld, the best and 

most luxurious all-inclusive river cruise 

line. Go big on a cruise through the 

Peruvian Amazon or on an epic new 

Cruise & Rail journey traveling from 

Venice to Istanbul.

Join a small-group, escorted journey 

with exceptional dining, luxury hotel 

stays and a Traveling Concierge. Go 

big on Elegance of the Nile or French 

Vogue with exclusive VIP Chairman’s 

Collection experiences. 

Live the African dream and take an 

unforgettable journey with one of the 

world’s best safari outfi tters. Go big 

on the new & sustainable Platinum 

Botswana or Safari Your Way with a 

custom trip to a private reserve.

You’ve waited long enough to get back out into the world, now you deserve something incredible!

Set off on spectacular journeys offered by these Virtuoso preferred partners.

ON YOUR NEXT ADVENTURE

IT’S TIME TO GO BIG
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Contributors

Writer

Michael Shapiro

Kailua, Oahu

“Island Made,” page 88

THE REPORT: “I’ve lived 

in Hawaii for more than 

20 years – 15 of them 

as the editor of Hawai-

ian Airlines’ magazine – 

and yet I’m continually 

surprised by the depth 

and diversity of the 

cultures sharing these 

small islands. Despite 

Hawaii’s colonial his-

tory, Native culture is 

still thriving, evidenced 

in part by the rich-

ness and beauty of 

traditional Hawaiian 

arts, which have not 

merely survived, but 

are being practiced 

with renewed vigor and 

deep aloha.”

FIRST POST-VAX TRIP?  

“The grocery store. 

Then to California’s 

Big Bear resort be-

cause I haven’t seen 

snow in years.” 

Photographer

Alison Wright

New York City

“In This Together,” 

page 100

THE REPORT: “I special-

ize in documenting 

Indigenous cultures 

and people and issues 

concerning the human 

condition. Through 

my global travels as a 

photographer and a 

writer, I’m constantly in 

search of our universal 

human connection. 

This body of work 

celebrates our visual 

human tapestry, show-

ing that no matter how 

different we look, we’re 

very much the same 

the world over.” 

FIRST POST-VAX TRIP?  

“My first international 

trip will be leading a 

photo expedition to the 

’Stans in Central Asia 

this fall: Uzbekistan, 

Tajikistan, Kazakhstan, 

Kyrgyzstan, Turkmeni-

stan. It’s been a dream 

trip that was put on 

hold last year.”

 @alisonwrightphoto

Photographers

Ball & Albanese

Brooklyn

“My Travel Essentials,” 

page 70

THE REPORT: “While 

photographing floral 

designer Lewis Miller 

for this assignment, 

one thing became 

clear: When it comes 

to viburnum bouquets, 

more is more!”

FIRST POST-VAX TRIP?  

“We leveled up in 

our French language 

learning app during 

lockdown, and plan 

to take a road trip to 

Montréal for some 

practice in real-world 

situations before 

heading overseas.”

 @ball_albanese

Writer

Ellise Pierce

Dallas and Paris

“Port by Port,”  

page 64

THE REPORT: “After 

trying a pastel de nata 

pastry one day in 

Paris, I knew I had to 

go to Portugal. When I 

visited just before the 

pandemic, I learned 

how to make them 

during our river cruise 

through the Douro 

Valley, the country’s 

famous wine-growing 

region. So much of 

Portugal’s food and 

drink is embedded 

in its history; from 

pastries to glasses of 

port each night, I loved 

learning about the 

country through what 

was on my plate.”

FIRST POST-VAX TRIP? 

“Paris, my second 

home. I can’t wait 

to sit on a terrace 

with friends, see the 

reopened Musée  

Carnavalet, and hit  

the Porte de Vanves 

flea market.”

  @cowgirlchef



2021/22 EXPEDITIONS AVAILABLE NOW!

Contact Your Virtuoso Travel Advisor 

For More Information

DESIGNED TO GO FARTHER INTO THE POLAR ICE THAN ANY SHIPS BEFORE,

and anywhere else in singular comfort, National  Geographic Endurance and 

National  Geographic Resolution will launch in 2021. Outfi tted with stunning 

interiors, they feature 69 spacious cabins, accommodating just 126 guests. 

And their amenities go farther—including a unique space for  researchers 

to engage with guests who want to explore and understand the world. 

Add permanent polar art exhibits, curated by artist Zaria Forman 

aboard each, and  it’s apparent that these sister ships off er the 

world’s most interesting expedition experience.

 IDENTICAL TWINS:  

ADVENTUROUS, 
STYLISH & SMART
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 in Europe, and very traveler friendly – the  

Institute for Economics and Peace ranks it 

as the world’s third-most-peaceful country.

BEACH TIME The Silver Coast runs along 

Portugal’s western edge and has incredible 

waves for surfing; the Algarve stretches 

along the southern coast and has wide, 

sandy beaches; warm, shallow water;  

and gorgeous resorts, such as           

P  c R      & Sp  in Alporchinhos. And 

if you want a relaxing island, hop over to 

Madeira – Belmond’s clifftop R   ’  P   c  

hotel has lured travelers to Funchal since  

the 1890s.

Just Back

Iberian Delight
Plentiful beaches, historic wine regions, and easy-to-navigate cities give Portugal a lot to write home about.

SOMETIMES A DESTINATION GRABS  

you and just won’t let go. For Heather Blond, 

that’s Portugal. The Dallas-based Virtuoso 

travel agency owner spent three weeks  

traveling through the country last fall with her 

husband and has two return trips planned 

for this summer. “We loved Lisbon so much, 

we’re building a home there,” Blond says.

WHY NOW? Portugal’s beaches and wine coun-

try and its cities’ many parks, plazas, and 

rooftop restaurants mean there’s a lot to do 

outdoors, and the weather rarely gets too 

hot or too cold. Overall, it’s less expensive 

than many other tourist destinations  

RAISE A GLASS If you’re in Porto, make sure to 

visit Quinta da Aveleda in the Vinho Verde 

region just north of the city – a wine area 

that’s often overlooked. East of Porto, 

the Douro Valley’s rolling hills, vineyards, 

and quintas (wine estates) are not to be 

missed; I’d recommend a couple of nights 

at S x S                  , which is one 

of the most beautiful properties I’ve ever 

stayed at. South-central Portugal’s Alen-

tejo region is much less well known, but 

the food and local table wines impressed 

me; Sã  L     ç          c   hotel is a 

C                                 
                                 

                    

C                                 
                                 

                                        



working estate there with a private vine-

yard. It’s located in the Alqueva Dark Sky 

Reserve, so you can wrap up evenings with 

fantastic stargazing. 

THE LOWDOWN ON LISBON Here’s my perfect day  

in the city: morning yoga in Jardim da Es-

trela, one of the city’s best parks, followed 

by a walk through Lapa’s quiet residential 

streets. I’d make my way to the waterfront 

Alcântara neighborhood and wander narrow 

lanes filled with cafés and shops, maybe 

pop into a food hall to grab something to eat 

while people-watching, then poke around 

the art galleries at LX Factory. To finish it off: 

an afternoon Aperol spritz at a rooftop bar 

on the bank of the Tagus River.  

“Central Portugal’s  
Alentejo region is much less 

well known, but the food 
and local table wines  

impressed me.”

Winetasting at the Alentejo’s 
São Lourenço do Barrocal estate.



The only place for everyplace.

Your list of  must-sees and must-dos is already in the works. In your head. Dreams, though, are more likely 

to come true when they’re shared. That’s what Wanderlist is for. Collect and share your travel dreams with 

your favorite travel companions and your Virtuoso travel advisor. 

To learn more, connect with your Virtuoso travel advisor 

or visit Virtuoso.com/Wanderlist 
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CULTURE

& STYLE

Cruising 28

Hotel News 39

Sustainable Travel 46

PASSPORT IS REPORTED BY: Joel Centano, Elaine Glusac, Kimberley Lovato, and Bethanne Patrick

Bright Future
Architect Frank Gehry’s craggy stainless steel tower – an homage to the rock formations found in the Provençal countryside – 

recently opened as the centerpiece of           , the Luma Foundation’s 27-acre cultural campus in the southern French town. 

Established by Swiss arts patron Maja Hoffmann, the center brings artists together to experiment and collaborate at a site formerly 

home to seven railway factories. Four of its buildings have been converted into exhibition and performance spaces, and the 

Gehry tower houses galleries, a library, an auditorium, and archives. Opening exhibits include works by Diane Arbus, Ólafur Elíasson, 

Annie Leibovitz, and Cy Twombly, among others.
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Passport

EQUAL EXPOSURE
This summer, New York’s Metropolitan Museum of Art spotlights the impact of early 

female photographers in The New Woman Behind the Camera. Focusing on 120 artists 

who worked between the 1920s and ’50s, the exhibit covers the spectrum of genres, 

from botanicals and nudes by Imogen Cunningham and Berenice Abbott’s portraiture 

to Depression-era photojournalism by Dorothea Lange and Dora Maar’s surrealist 

experiments. July 2 through October 3.

ART & CULTURE

Reality Check
Marvellous Reality, a compre-
hensive Alberto Giacometti 

retrospective at the
Grimaldi Forum Monaco, 
re-creates the Swiss artist’s 
universe with sculptures of 
the elongated standing fig-

ures that brought him fame, 
as well as later monochro-

matic paintings and lesser-
known drawings and prints. 

July 3 through August 29.

ART WALK
Florence’s Uffi zi Gallery is spreading its 

wealth across Tuscany. Based on the con-

cept of albergo diffuso, or “scattered hotel,” 

where villagers rent spare rooms to guests, 

the Uffi zi Diffusi serves two purposes: It 

helps solve the city’s overtourism issues by 

encouraging travelers to explore towns and 

villages around the province (boosting local 

economies in the process), and enables the 

museum to display more of its collection. 

“Just as wine is not made to be put in the 

cellar, but to be drunk, so works of art are 

not made to be stored – but to be admired, 

drunk in with the eyes,” says museum director Eike Schmidt. If all goes as planned, mini 

museums will pop up in historic Medici villas, Portoferraio’s Forte Falcone, Livorno’s Terme 

del Corallo, Montecatini’s Terme Excelsior, and Poppi Castle.

Clockwise from top left: Ilse Bing’s 1931 Self-Portrait with Leica, Alberto Giacometti’s Grande Femme I, and Luigi Garzi’s Discovery of Moses. 
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 GEARED UP
To keep up with the demand for 

close-to-home adventures, DuV n  

C    n  + Ad  n u   C   has intro-

duced new U.S. departures, com-

plete with the private farm dinners, 

winemaker meet-and-greets, and 

artisan creamery visits that distin-

guish its tours in Italy, Argentina, and 

elsewhere abroad. Travelers on the 

private and small-group departures 

can now island-hop through Maine, 

cycle around Haleakala and Hana on 

Maui, or roll between Vermont’s bu-

colic farms and the covered bridges 

of Hudson Valley hamlets. 

 SPACE TRAVEL 

 OUT & ABOUT 

TAKING FLIGHT
As V    n          gets closer to its goal of flying 400 space flights a year, the company has introduced its 

third-generation spaceship, VSS Imagine, a bullet-nosed model clad in a mirrorlike finish that marries style and 

engineering efficiency. Flight testing will begin this summer from Spaceport America in Las Cruces, New Mexico. 

Meanwhile, progress continues: VSS Unity recently completed its first successful powered flight from the space-

port – a Mach 3 mission piloted by CJ Sturckow and Dave Mackay that reached just over 55 miles above Earth.

Rocky Mountain High
After a three-year reconstruction, the Broadmoor Manitou & Pikes Peak Cog Railway – the 
world’s highest cog railroad – now reaches to more than 14,000 feet on new tracks. Colo-
rado Springs’ 1891-vintage attraction also sports fresh carriages and a new depot. Feel like 
testing your lungs? The project introduced options such as hiking the 13-mile Barr Trail to 

Pikes Peak’s summit and riding down, or taking the railway up to the sustainably built Summit 
House visitor center and mountain-biking down. Whichever way you get there, the views are 
certifiably legendary – they inspired Katharine Lee Bates to write “America the Beautiful” – 
and the Summit House’s famous doughnuts are once again served hot from the fryer (even 

better: custom options such as cinnamon, cocoa, and nutmeg dustings). 

V    n                     
 nd                      

    mp d             
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Passp r 

GOODS TO GO

Snap      
Pack your personal kit in good conscience with refi llable Cadence containers for everything from moisturizer to vitamins. 

The magnetic, six-sided, TSA-compliant half-ounce capsules are made of plastic recycled from ocean waste and cling together

 to form a self-care honeycomb. From $14 to $17 each, keepyourcadence.com.

Beach Ready
Topo Designs’ new Cinch Tote makes a splash 

this summer with four deep external pockets and a lined 

interior with a cinch top for secure stuffi ng. 

$59, topodesigns.com.

S nic Visi n
Bose Frames do double duty: shading eyes 

and discreetly streaming sound, with wireless 

connectivity and a built-in mic for taking calls. 

The company’s website offers a virtual 

try-on tool, allowing shoppers to test 

cat-eyes, square, sport, and other models 

(as well as lens tints) via video.

$199 to $249, bose.com.

Snap      
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 THE GREAT ESCAPE 

POP IN

Before the jet set embraced it, Saint-Tropez lured 
painters such as Signac and Matisse to its sherbet-hued 
port; some of their works grace the town’s sixteenth-
century chapel-turned-Annonciade Museum. This 
summer, Nadia Khodasevich-Léger, wife of proto-
pop artist Fernand Léger, steps into the museum’s 
spotlight with The Colors of Nadia, a 65-piece exhibit 
of drawings, sculptures, and the colorful portraits 
that brought her fame – many never before displayed 
in public. July 3 through November 14.

REST UP

DJs at Hôtel Byblos’ Caves du Roy keep the dance 
f loor going till 5 am, which leaves time for a quick  
nap before its rosé-drenched day club opens on 
Pampelonne Beach. Keeping revelers’ energy levels 
up this season: the hotel’s new executive chef  
Nicola Canuti, who puts an Italian spin on menus 
throughout the 90-room property – including at  
the new poolside lunch and dinner spot, Arcadia –  
with dishes such as pinsa Byblos, a Roman-style 
pizza with Italian olives, anchovies, peppers, and 
creamy mozzarella. 

BACK ON THE SCENE

Airelles Saint-Tropez, Château de la Messardière 
invites international travelers back to its 30-acre 
hilltop location outside the village after a tip-to-toe 
redesign by French architect and interior designer 
Christophe Tollemer. Among its enhancements: a 
lap pool overlooking Pampelonne Bay, an expanded 
110,000-square-foot spa, the relocated L’Auberge 
des Maures (a favorite local restaurant since the 
1930s), and 103 renovated rooms and suites, each 
with its own terrace – plus a three-bedroom villa 
with a private pool. Sunbathers can get a jump on 
their tans now that the hotel’s beach club, Jardin 

Tropézina, serves breakfast.

SAIL AWAY

Celebrating the end of Europe’s sailing season, the 
annual Les Voiles regatta – September 25 through 
October 9 this year – normally draws around 300 
of the world’s most beautiful yachts to the Gulf of 
Saint-Tropez. The two-week-long format, which 
unfurled last year with a limited audience due to 
the pandemic, will be the norm going forward. The 
change allows for race starts in front of the village – 
a thrill for spectators. Classic sailboats, some up to 
100 years old, race the first week alongside modern 
counterparts measuring up to 65 feet long, while 
week two is dedicated to even larger vessels. 

Slip Away to Saint-Tropez
The French Riviera’s toniest seaside village ramps up the glitz for reopening.

Chef Nicola Canuti’s 
pinsa Byblos, Château 
de la Messardière, 
and Nadia Léger’s 
Baigneuses.
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Passport

  RAZORBLADE TEARS BY S. A. 

COSBY (Flatiron Books) Set in 

the author’s home region of 

southeastern Virginia, this 

thriller brings together Ike, a 

prideful but down-on-his-luck 

Black man, and Buddy Lee, a 

prideful but down-on-his-luck 

white man. Their sons, Isiah and 

Derek, respectively, were mar-

ried before they were murdered – 

the couple’s union never sat 

well with their families. But after 

their deaths, Ike joins forces 

with Buddy Lee to seek revenge, 

their chief commonalities being 

poverty and prison time served. 

While Cosby keeps social issues 

and social justice at the forefront 

of his novel, he also packs it full 

of car chases, robberies, gang 

heists, and more that make for  

a pulse-quickening read. 

  TOGETHER WE WILL GO BY J. 

MICHAEL STRACZYNSKI (Gallery/

Scout Press) The premise – a 

rented bus filled with strangers 

who formed a pact to drive off a 

California cliff to end their lives –  

sounds grim. When you learn 

about their troubles, which in-

clude diseases, bad deeds, and 

dismay, it sounds even grimmer. 

But Straczynski’s novel instead 

brims with joy and connection. 

While a couple of scenes will 

bring tears to even the most 

stoic eyes, as the ragtag group 

makes its way across the coun-

try to its Pacific Ocean fate, 

forging friendships, discover-

ing life’s beauty and awe, and 

occasionally partying till dawn, 

what emerges is a story full of 

compassion, humor, and hope.

  THE TURNOUT BY MEGAN ABBOTT 

(G.P. Putnam’s Sons) In previ-

ous thrillers such as Dare Me 

and Give Me Your Hand, Abbott 

explored the edges of women’s 

athleticism, teamwork, and 

friendship. Her new novel will 

delight readers who crave her 

combination of psychological 

insight and deep engagement 

with discipline – here, in a 

family-owned ballet studio. Sis-

ters Dara and Marie Durant run 

their lessons as they learned 

from their ballerina mother. 

Their mom’s foster-parenting 

of Charlie – who’d grow up to 

be Dara’s husband – leads him, 

after an injury, to handle the 

studio’s business side. Just 

before Nutcracker season, a 

flooring accident leads the trio 

to hire a strange, magnetic 

local contractor for repairs. As 

the sisters and their students 

stretch, sweat, and strive, 

relationships form that put 

long-complicated family bonds 

to the test. 

  DEAR MISS METROPOLITAN BY 

CAROLYN FERRELL (Henry Holt &  

Company) Based on the Ariel 

Castro kidnappings in Cleve-

land, Ferrell’s debut novel is 

a wrenching story of three 

teenagers abducted in Queens, 

New York. The plot first focuses 

on who they were before they 

disappeared: 13-year-old Fern, 

15-year-old Gwin, and 17-year-

old Jesenia all face difficult 

lives, from addicted parents to 

domestic abuse. Held against 

their will for a decade, the girls 

eventually escape and force 

their community to face deep 

guilt. In a house on the same 

block lives newspaper advice 

columnist “Miss Metropolitan.” 

Through a page-turning pas-

tiche of her articles, narrative 

fragments, photos, and more, 

readers will discover the truth 

about how and why good people 

can allow evil to flourish in this 

blazing, original book.

 BOOKS 

CARRY-ON COMPANIONS
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FOOD          

 plendid  avolo
The multi-Michelin-starred Da Vittorio – with 

locations in Saint Moritz and Shanghai, as well as 

the three-starred original near Bergamo, Italy – 

brings its Lombardian craft to the Italian Riviera 

this summer with DaV Mare in Belmond’s 14-room 

Splendido Mare. Menu highlights at the Portofino 

property include local Monterosso anchovies, Santa 

Margherita prawns, and a Ligurian cappon magro

seafood salad, along with Da Vittorio’s classic pastas. 

The indoor-outdoor restaurant spills into the town’s 

central piazzetta, serving breakfast to sunset aperitivi

and beyond. 

 O   AU HO   Y

For centuries, port wines have been aged in low 

stone warehouses in Vila Nova de Gaia. Now, 

several of the storehouses have been convert-

ed into the sprawling, nearly 592,000-square-

foot WOW – aka World of Wine – housing six 

museums, a wine school, and nine restaurants, 

bars, and cafés in Gaia, a city opposite Porto 

on the Douro River’s south bank. Interactive 

exhibits on Portuguese traditions include 

a sensory journey through winemaking, a 

chocolate factory, and Planet Cork (Portugal 

produces more than 50 percent of the world’s 

supply), which walks visitors through every 

step from harvesting to fi nished products, 

ranging from wine stoppers to clothing and 

surfboards. Five years in the making, WOW 

introduces a new entertainment district to the 

industrial neighborhood, with most of its res-

taurants and bars – including a bistro special-

izing in Portuguese dishes, a vegetarian café, 

a dessert shop, a wine bar, and fi ne-dining 

spots – clustered around a central plaza with 

views of the Porto skyline. 

C  IBBE N     
French chef Joël Robuchon racked up more Michelin stars than any chef in the 

world before his death in 2018. But his legacy lives on in Atelier de Joël Robuchon, 

a 9,000-square-foot newcomer to Saint Bart’s with a 50-seat restaurant, pastry 

shop, bakery, and terrace overlooking Gustavia Harbor – plus catering delivery 

service for yachts and island villas. 

From top: Atelier de Joël Robuchon’s beet and 
apple with herb shoots and green mustard 
sorbet, and DaV Mare’s creamed risotto with 
pesto, prawns, and tomato emulsion. 

FOOD          

C  IBBE N     
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Bon Voyage

Storied Waters
Cruisers can set sail with their favorite authors on a series of upcoming voyages.

Globe-trotting novelist and travel 

writer Paul Theroux joins Silversea

Cruises as the first of nine “Tale 

Tellers” on the line’s 2022 world 

cruise from Fort Lauderdale to 

Copenhagen – a 137-day voyage spanning 

32 countries across six continents. Theroux 

boards the 388-passenger Silver Whisper for 

its 13-day Fort Lauderdale-to-Lima leg, giving 

talks about the journeys that have inspired 

his years of writing and answering questions 

about his career and favorite travel books. 

Along with each of the other to-be-announced 

authors, Theroux will also contribute a new 

piece to the Tale of Tales anthology, presented 

to world cruisers as a keepsake. Departure: 

January 6, 2022; from $89,100. 

Avalon Waterways has lined up 

marquee authors for its Storyteller 

Series river cruises. The program 

launches in October with an eight-

day, sold-out cruise from Basel to 

Amsterdam, hosted by Diana Gabaldon (best 

known for the Outlander series). On board for 

later sailings on the Danube, Rhine, and Seine 

rivers: Candace Bushnell (Sex and the City), 

Cheryl Strayed (Wild), Gillian Flynn (Gone 

Girl), and other best-seller-list peers. Singer-

songwriter Edwin McCain takes the mic next 

May as the series’ sole musical guest. 

This November, the UK’s Chelten-

ham Literature Festival gets its 

sea legs as a partner of Cunard’s 

Literature Festival at Sea. Novel-

ists, playwrights, and journalists 

from London’s Times and Sunday Times will 

lead talks, workshops, and book signings 

during the 2,691-passenger Queen Mary 2’s 

eight-day crossing from Southampton to New 

York. Literary greats include Booker Prize 

winner Bernardine Evaristo (Girl, Woman, 

Other) and Sunday Times best-selling author 

Clare Mackintosh (I Let You Go). Departure: 

November 14; from $979. 
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FEATURED HOTELS AND RESORTS

Montage Los Cabos

SPECIAL ADVERTISING SECTION



Visit secluded beaches and 

medieval towns, and experience 

transformative wellness treatments 

at Chenot Espace. Dine on a curated 

collection of local and international 

cuisines, including unique experiences  

at Sabia by Giorgio Locatelli.  

Guest rooms, suites, and villas  

offer beautiful bay views through 

floor-to-ceiling windows.

VIRTUOSO AMENITY: $100-value 

resort credit per stay.

Be among the first to discover 

the jewel of Europe’s most 

fashionable new riviera at  

this seaside retreat. 

HERCEG NOVI, MONTENEGRO

One&Only  
Portonovi

LITIBU, NAYARIT, MEXICO

Conrad  
Punta de Mita

Savor gourmet cuisine highlighted  

by local flavors in four restaurants 

and three bars. Work out, enjoy a 

round of golf, play tennis, or lounge 

beside any of three pools. Receive a  

complimentary third night, airport 

transfers, and 15 percent off spa 

services through December 19, 2021. 

Book by August 15.

VIRTUOSO AMENITY: $100-value 

resort credit per stay.

Modern design and coastal 

decor reflect the natural 

beauty of this resort’s 

surrounding tropical oasis.

CAROLINA, PUERTO RICO

Fairmont  
El San Juan Hotel

Experience a legacy  

of extraordinary on  

the award-winning  

Isla Verde Beach.

Take in ocean vistas just minutes 

from Old San Juan. Swim in any of 

four pools. Relax in a luxury cabana 

or your Ocean Front Villa. Go stand-up  

paddleboarding or try a refreshing 

spa treatment. Sample signature 

dishes and tropical cocktails at four 

restaurants and the Chandelier Bar. 

Receive a complimentary fourth night 

when you travel by December 15, 2021.  

VIRTUOSO AMENITY: $100 hotel 

credit per stay.

This extraordinary collection of Virtuoso Preferred Hotels & Resorts offers once-in-a-lifetime 

experiences and exclusive amenities you'll only receive through your Virtuoso travel advisor.
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SIP WINE IN A HERITAGE 

OAK FOREST

Savor the best of Sonoma 

County’s 400-plus wineries 

from the comfort of your  

private patio, tucked amid 

258 acres of oak groves  

and vineyards, at the new 

Montage Healdsburg.

SNORKEL WITH  

SEA TURTLES

Five of the world’s seven spe-

cies of sea turtle call Hawai-

ian waters home. Spend your 

mornings snorkeling with 

honu (green sea turtles) in the 

tourmaline waters at Montage 

Kapalua Bay, where you’ll 

find the ancient sea creatures 

close to shore along a lively 

coral reef.

EXPLORE SEA CAVES  

BY KAYAK 

Montage Laguna Beach  

provides front-row access  

to Laguna Beach State Marine 

Reserve’s 12 square miles of 

pristine, protected ocean 

and coastline. Families can 

launch sea kayaks for guided 

explorations of caves carved 

into the craggy cliffs and  

the reserve’s playground  

for California sea lions,  

Seal Rock.

BOAT OFF TO A  

PRIVATE ISLAND

South Carolina’s scenic  

Montage Palmetto Bluff has 

its own riverfront marina, 

with a fleet of watercraft 

on call to sweep you down 

the May River for an elegant 

gourmet picnic on your own 

plot of sand.

DINE ON A BAJA BEACH

Trade traditional dining tables 

for warm sand and sunset at 

Montage Los Cabos. Santa 

Maria Bay’s calm waters make 

an Instagram-worthy back-

drop for a private votive-lit 

dinner on the beach. 

DOGSLED THROUGH  

WINTER WONDERLANDS

Treat the family to an ex-

perience as fresh as Utah’s 

renowned powder at Montage 

Deer Valley, where teams of 

huskies lead dogsleds through 

the Wasatch and Uinta Moun-

tain valleys.

MAKE FIRST TRACKS IN  

BIG SKY COUNTRY

Families can connect with 

crisp alpine air and be among 

the first to take to the slopes 

of this legendary ski mountain 

when Montage Big Sky opens 

this December with nearly 

6,000 private acres of ski-in/

ski-out wilderness.

Reserve through your Vir-

tuoso advisor by July 31 for 

travel through December 15 

and receive breakfast daily 

and a $100 resort credit, plus 

an additional resort credit 

of $100 per room, $200 per 

suite, or $300 per specialty 

suite or residence.

Memorable Moments

SPOTLIGHT ON: MONTAGE RESORTS

Private powder runs, family sea-kayaking adventures, and starlit dinners on the sand  

are just a glimpse of what awaits at these seven storied resorts.  

Relaxation station:  

Montage Laguna Beach.

SPECIAL ADVERTISING SECTION



Indulge in unforgettable moments 

at The Beekman. Enjoy luxurious 

accommodations, decadent culinary 

creations from award-winning chef 

Tom Colicchio, and seasonal libations 

designed by the resident mixologist. 

Book three nights and pay for two 

through September 6, 2021.

VIRTUOSO AMENITY: $100 food and 

beverage credit per stay.

Experience the extraordinary 

at this reimagined masterpiece,  

lovingly restored to its  

former glory.

Refresh at the spa and health club with  

a massage or a dip in the indoor pool.  

Savor each bite of decadent baked 

goods at The Patisserie, and enjoy 

modern French fare amid a 1920s 

ambience at The Brasserie. Receive 

a complimentary third night through 

December 31, 2021.

VIRTUOSO AMENITY: $100 hotel 

credit per stay.

Relax in spacious rooms  

and suites at this urban 

retreat ideally located in  

Chicago’s Gold Coast.

A beautiful, new belle 

epoque-era palace offers 

timeless elegance high in  

the Swiss Alps. 

ENGELBERG, SWITZERLAND

Kempinski Palace  
Engelberg Titlis - Swiss Alps

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Waldorf Astoria  
Chicago

NEW YORK CITY, NEW YORK

The Beekman,  
A Thompson Hotel

Float in the infinity-edge pool and 

enjoy a session at the rooftop spa 

with unrivaled views. Take afternoon 

tea, sip one-of-a-kind cocktails, and  

dine on regional fare. Receive a 

complimentary fourth night when you  

stay a minimum of three nights between  

June 25 and December 23, 2021.   

VIRTUOSO AMENITY: $100 hotel 

credit per stay.

ENJOY EXCLUSIVE VIRTUOSO AMENITIES AT MORE THAN 1,400 TOP HOTELS AND RESORTS WORLDWIDE. 
 

Room upgrade, when available • Breakfast for two daily • Early check-in and late checkout,  

when available • Complimentary Wi-Fi • Virtuoso amenity
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ENJOY EXCLUSIVE VIRTUOSO AMENITIES AT MORE THAN 1,400 TOP HOTELS AND RESORTS WORLDWIDE. 
 

Room upgrade, when available • Breakfast for two daily • Early check-in and late checkout,  

when available • Complimentary Wi-Fi • Virtuoso amenity

Hike, swim with sharks and manta 

rays, or unwind by the infinity-edge 

pool. Stay in a recently remodeled 

Overwater Villa with a plunge pool. 

Enjoy a treatment in the hilltop spa.  

Five restaurants and bars offer  

an abundance of culinary options. 

Enjoy a fourth night free through 

December 21, 2021.

VIRTUOSO AMENITY: $100-value 

resort credit per stay.

This private island retreat 

offers sugar-sand beaches 

nestled between mountains 

and the mesmerizing lagoon. 

Relax in spacious rooms, rejuvenate 

at the spa, or cook up a treat in the  

cookery school. Dine on delicious food  

and wine pairings, enjoy afternoon 

tea, and sip classic cocktails in The 

Rise Restaurant, 1906 Bar, and  

The Courtyard. Save 15 percent when 

you stay at least three nights from 

September 1 to December 31, 2021. 

Book by August 31.

VIRTUOSO AMENITY: $100-value 

food and beverage credit per stay.

Discover the ultimate elegance 

and indulge with impeccable 

service, exquisite design, and 

extraordinary comfort. 

Situated within the Golden 

Triangle with views of the 

Hollywood Hills, this is the 

perfect place to be in the 

heart of Beverly Hills.

The hotel blends its signature service 

style with the energy of Beverly Hills 

to deliver culinary creativity and 

contemporary comfort, complete 

with spa and rooftop pool. From the 

atmospheric bars to the sun-dappled 

terrace, The Maybourne Beverly  

Hills puts luxury in the limelight, 

inside and out.

VIRTUOSO AMENITY: $100 hotel 

credit per stay.

R

BOR A BOR A NUI

BORA BORA, FRENCH POLYNESIA

Conrad
Bora Bora Nui

BEVERLY HILLS, CALIFORNIA

The Maybourne 
Beverly Hills

YORK, UNITED KINGDOM

The Grand, 
York
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ENJOY EXCLUSIVE VIRTUOSO AMENITIES AT MORE THAN 1,400 TOP HOTELS AND RESORTS WORLDWIDE. 
 

Room upgrade, when available • Breakfast for two daily • Early check-in and late checkout,  

when available • Complimentary Wi-Fi • Virtuoso amenity

MAHÉ, SEYCHELLES

Mango House Seychelles, 
LXR Hotels & Resorts

STATELINE, NEVADA

Edgewood 
Tahoe Resort

HONOLULU, HAWAII

The Ritz-Carlton Residences, 
Waikiki Beach

Residential guest rooms and suites  

offer stunning ocean views. Indulge in  

sushi and other international fare 

at four restaurants. Try a lomilomi 

massage in the spa. Book four nights 

in an Ocean View Room and receive 

a complimentary upgrade and an 

additional $100 resort credit through 

December 20, 2021. Book by July 31.

VIRTUOSO AMENITY: $100 resort 

credit per stay.

An elevated experience 

awaits amid the famed 

beaches and vibrant  

culture of Oahu.

Enjoy gourmet dining in five venues, 

swim in two pools, and discover 

eco-friendly aquatic adventures. 

Rejuvenate your spirit with premium 

wellness treatments. Sparkling waters 

and sandy beaches make this intimate 

house of art and culture a sanctuary 

from everyday life.

VIRTUOSO AMENITY: $100-value 

resort credit per stay and one-way 

private airport transfer.

New general manager  

Sasha Tyas and her team 

curate luxury experiences  

for avid explorers.

Unforgettable opulence 

defines this haven bounded 

by the shores of Lake Tahoe 

and majestic Sierra peaks.

Enjoy gourmet dining in three 

distinctive restaurants and play  

golf lakeside at Edgewood Tahoe. 

Work out in the fitness center, take 

a swim in the pool, then relax and 

unwind while sipping a signature 

cocktail. Delve into the area’s fabled 

outdoor activities and pamper 

yourself at the spa.

VIRTUOSO AMENITY: $100 resort 

credit per stay.
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Discover a legend on the shores of  Los Cabos.

Here&Now. 

The Time

The Place



ENJOY EXCLUSIVE VIRTUOSO AMENITIES AT MORE THAN 1,400 TOP HOTELS AND RESORTS WORLDWIDE. 
 

Room upgrade, when available • Breakfast for two daily • Early check-in and late checkout,  

when available • Complimentary Wi-Fi • Virtuoso amenity

Experience serenity in secluded 

Haus accommodations. Spend your 

mornings white-water rafting or fly- 

fishing, take aim at sporting clays in 

the afternoon, then enjoy cocktails 

on a boat ride and watch the sun set.  

Dine on delicious, locally farmed 

cuisine and reconnect with your 

inner self with wellness treatments.

VIRTUOSO AMENITY: $300 activity 

credit per stay.

Discover a sophisticated 

Montana woodland  

hideaway under a canopy  

of towering pines.

Indulge in elevated Southwestern 

cuisine at SkyFire. Hike to a scenic 

overlook for an alfresco private art 

class. Align body, mind, and spirit  

with treatments rooted in nature  

at Turquesa Healing Arts Studio. 

Book four nights or more and enjoy 

an additional $100 resort credit per 

night through December 19, 2021.

VIRTUOSO AMENITY: $100 resort 

credit per stay.

This recently restored 

landmark resort is situated on  

317 secluded acres bordering 

Santa Fe National Forest.

A Beaux-Arts style ferry  

terminal has been transformed 

into a luxury property with 

stunning waterfront views.

World-renowned French architect 

Thierry Despont designed the interior  

of this early-twentieth-century 

landmark. Accommodations with 

private balconies overlook the East 

River, Brooklyn Bridge, and Statue of 

Liberty. Discover polished mahogany, 

maritime blue colors, and art deco 

touches throughout, combined 

with classic Cipriani cuisine and 

impeccable service.

VIRTUOSO AMENITY: $100 food and 

beverage credit per stay.

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

Bishop’s Lodge, 
Auberge Resorts Collection

NEW YORK CITY, NEW YORK

Casa 
Cipriani

GREENOUGH, MONTANA

The 
Green O
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How Brit Is This?
Tea with a twist, stylish sleepwear, and a country cottage escape.

Clockwise from top left: Teddy the Shetland arrives at The Goring, Claridge’s pj’s, and Coworth Park’s newly restored cottage.

Among VIPs checking into London’s 69-room Goring hotel this summer: 

Teddy the Shetland pony, who takes up residence August 16 through 31. 

Fans – the Instagram influencer has more than 157,000 followers – can meet 

the gentle blond mini horse in the garden or attend a Teddy-themed afternoon 

tea with him and snack on pony- and horseshoe-shaped treats. Doubles from 

$700, including breakfast daily and a $100 dining credit. Afternoon tea from $75.

Claridge’s in Mayfair has debuted limited-edition, 

lacquered-cotton pajamas and matching eye masks in 

signature jade green or white that feature the 190-room 

hotel’s historic crest on the pocket and mother-of-pearl 

buttons. Women’s pajamas, $320; men’s pajamas, $360. 

Matching eye masks $95.

Eighteenth-century Coworth Park

in rural Ascot reopened this spring 

with a new cottage on the 240-acre 

property an hour’s drive west of 

London. The North Lodge, a former 

gatehouse, has been remodeled as a 

three-bedroom residence with cop-

per bathtubs adjoining the suites, an 

open-plan kitchen, a dining deck, and 

surrounding gardens. A dedicated 

staff attends to lodge guests, who 

also have full access to the estate’s 

polo fields, stables, and freestanding 

spa with a lap pool and gym, as well 

as the main house’s bar, tearoom, ter-

race, and Michelin-starred restaurant. 

North Lodge from $5,030 per night 

with a three-night minimum stay, 

including breakfast daily and a $100 

resort credit.

Suite Talk
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Suite Talk

READY ON THE SET
Since it debuted in the 1960s on the former backlot of 

20th Century Fox Studios, Los Angeles’ Century Plaza 

hotel has served as a hub for Hollywood heavyweights. 

Closed in 2016 for renovations, it will reemerge this 

fall as the 400-room Fairmont Century Plaza, 

maintaining its landmarked midcentury-modern 

facade, but adding entirely new interiors, including 

a spa with a hammam and Himalayan salt room, five 

bars and restaurants, and the 17th f loor’s rooftop pool. 

The hotel anchors a six-acre, $2.5 billion development, 

creating a pedestrian-friendly pocket neighborhood 

with numerous residences, boutiques, and restaurants 

around a central plaza. Doubles from $695, including 

breakfast daily and a $100 hotel credit.

ITALIAN-AMERICAN
The grand Beaux Arts ferry termi-

nal at the foot of Manhattan, which 

served Brooklyn commuters until 

the late 1930s, is set for a glamor-

ous second life as the 47-room 

Casa Cipriani. Opening this sum-

mer from the Italian hospitality 

family that gave us Harry’s Bar in 

Venice (and its Bellini), the water-

front landmark was fittingly reno-

vated in nautical motifs with navy 

carpets and gleaming mahogany 

finishes by architect Thierry 

Despont, known for his work at the 

Ritz Paris. The original waiting hall, 

a soaring structure of glass and 

steel, will function as the ballroom; 

the 15,000-square-foot gym and 

spa occupies an entire floor; and 

guest rooms provide peerless 

views of the Brooklyn Bridge and 

the Statue of Liberty (also restored 

by Despont, in 1986). Rates to be 

announced. Virtuoso guests will re-

ceive a Bellini at check-in, breakfast 

daily, and a $100 dining credit. 

Casa Cipriani lights up Lower 
Manhattan and (below) Fair-

mont Century Plaza’s spa.
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TRAVEL+LEISURE

Come discover a place with 33 powder-white beaches, turquoise waters 

and culinary delights, with cay islands and caves waiting to be found. A place where 

locals wave hello as you pass by on your way to explore a world beyond expectations. 

For more information visit: ivisitanguilla.com/escape



The luxury of personal space is central to the promise of An Unrivaled Experience®  

with Regent Seven Seas Cruises®. It provides the extravagant freedom guests need to 

explore and relax to the fullest. As the preeminent luxury cruise line on the ocean, we pride 

ourselves in offering some of the largest balconies and most spacious suites at sea. Our wide 

range of specialty restaurants, al fresco and in-suite dining options, exquisite lounges, bars 

and expansive spaces are perfect to rest and celebrate in, knowing there is never a queue  

or a crowd and that every detail is taken care of and every amenity is included.

Join us and discover how — with our unrivaled space at sea — we will exceed 

your loftiest expectations of comfort and personalized service for a truly  

unforgettable experience aboard The World’s Most Luxurious Fleet™.

The world is waiting. Start the journey with Regent.

UNRIVALED SPACE AT SEA™

CONTACT YOUR VIRTUOSO TRAVEL ADVISOR  

TO BOOK YOUR REGENT EXPERIENCE TODAY!

*Visit rssc.com/legal for full terms and conditions. Ships’ Registry: Marshall Islands & Bahamas. ©2021 Regent Seven Seas Cruises.

For the latest details on our health and safety protocols, please visit RSSC.com/HealthSafetyProtocols

ENJOY FREE FIRST CLASS AIR* ON 2022 ALASKA, CANADA &  

NEW ENGLAND VOYAGES WHEN YOU BOOK BY AUGUST 31, 2021

FIRST CLASS IN EVERY WAY



EVERY

LUXURY

INCLUDED

EVERY

INCLUDED
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Suite Talk

Bank on Boston 

 NEW HOTELS 

A Post Office Square landmark has a smart new look.

C
USTOM CARPET DESIGNS INSPIRED BY DOLLAR BILLS NOD TO THE LANGHAM, BOSTON’S SETTING 

in the historic 1922 Federal Reserve Bank, on the edge of the Financial District. The property recently 

reopened after a two-year closure for renovations, with 312 newly minted rooms and suites. The 

showstopper: the 1,586-square-foot Chairman Suite on the seventh floor, with a foyer and powder 

room, a living room with a piano and fireplace, and views of the city. 

The former grand hall’s Italian restaurant, Grana, blends restored architectural elements – the original 

terrazzo floor includes the Federal Reserve seal – with elevated, family-style dishes. Executive chef Stephen 

Bukoff adds New England flavors, such as a shaved fennel-and-apple salad to accompany hearty, house-

roasted porchetta. At The Fed, a UK-inspired gastropub and cocktail lounge on the lobby level, travelers 

can order cheese “toasties” (inspired by the flagship Langham, London hotel’s beloved grilled-cheese sand-

wiches) and craft drinks at the central island bar or on the outdoor terrace. The wellness pavilion’s heated 

indoor pool, whirlpool, and saunas will open this fall. Doubles from $525, including breakfast daily and a $100 

hotel credit.

Boston views: The 
city’s harbor and 

(right) inside a  
Family Room. 
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London Calming 
In Knightsbridge, a revived classic 

with soaring skylights and secret 

garden access.

S
IXTIES CHELSEA GLAM MEETS 

modernist, minimalist design in 

the Carlton Tower Jumeirah, 

which has reopened after exten-

sive remodeling. The property makes a 

statement with the lobby’s custom chan-

delier (an abstract rendering of a chry-

santhemum) and 186 renovated guest 

rooms – almost half of them suites, and 

many with balconies. The Royal Suite, 

stretching 1,679 square feet, is furnished 

in accents of deep blues, greens, and ma-

roon, with textured wall paneling, floor-to-

ceiling marble bathrooms, a large soaking 

tub, and three balconies.

Guests have access to the private 

Cadogan Gardens (and two outdoor 

tennis courts) across the street – yogis, 

be sure to ask about the morning yoga 

sessions in the gardens. The hotel’s main 

draw: the three-floor Peak Fitness Club & 

Spa, home to the city’s largest naturally 

lit pool, plus cabanas, steam rooms, 

a Himalayan salt sauna, and wellness 

products from the luxe, Budapest-based 

Omorovicza skincare line. 

At Al Mare (Italian for “by the sea”), 

travelers can dine on seafood with views 

of the theater-style open kitchen, or out 

on the patio. The elegant Chinoiserie op-

erates on a “cake o’clock” schedule, serv-

ing patisseries from 6:30 am to 11:30 pm 

and, of course, afternoon tea, including 

gourmet French blends from Mariage 

Frères. Doubles from $800, including 

breakfast daily and a $100 hotel credit. 

A dramatic moment in the lobby 
and (bottom) the city’s largest  

naturally lit swimming pool. 
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Sustainable Travel

Dial-a-Ray 
At the 103-room Four Seasons Resort Maldives at Landaa Giraavaru, manta 

rays are just a call away. When researchers spot the social, subaquatic creatures, the 

resort’s Manta-on-Call service notifies guests, then transports them, along with 

snorkeling gear, to the spot via speedboat. Now through November, travelers have the 

best chance of swimming with – and helping save – manta rays, particularly during a 

series of “hot dates” (five-day windows toward the beginning and end of each month) 

recently identified by Four Seasons and the Manta Trust’s resort-based Maldivian 

Manta Ray Project. 

Last year, MMRP ecologists recorded close to 4,700 mantas in the Baa Atoll 

UNESCO World Biosphere Reserve around the resort – an increase from the previ-

ous year and a big win for vulnerable rays, says Manta Trust project manager Beth 

Faulkner. “The more people are aware of manta rays and their environment,” she 

says, “the more they’re going to want to protect them.” Guests can also help record 

essential data and take ID photos of the rays through the Manta Scientist for a Day 

Program. Doubles from $1,700, including breakfast daily and a $100 resort credit. Manta-

on-Call service, $150.

Manta central and 
(below) the Ice Lounge 

on the new National 
Geographic Resolution.

 HOTEL  CRUISING 

POWER TRIP
“If you empower a woman, you empower a 

whole society.” Embracing the words of Jor-

dan’s Queen Rania, the Iraq Al-Amir Women’s 

Cooperative near Amman has worked for 

almost 30 years to create lasting employ-

ment for Jordanian women and preserve the 

country’s cultural traditions. Travelers with 

Uniworld can visit the women-run co-op; take 

weaving, papermaking, and cooking classes; 

and buy their work. The experience, avail-

able on a 12-day, round-trip-from-Cairo Nile 

cruise with a six-day Jordan extension, is part 

of the line’s new collection of purpose-driven 

trips meant to leave positive imprints on 

local communities while advancing the UN’s 

global Sustainable Development Goals, which 

include fi ghting poverty and promoting gender 

equality. Departures: Multiple dates, Sep-

tember 25 through December 25, 2021; from 

$4,800. Six-day Jordan extension, $2,749.

SHIP-SHAPE
A novel X-Bow design on Lindblad Expedi-

tions’ new National Geographic Resolution will 

help the ship move like “sea mammals, work-

ing with the elements,” says Øyvind Gjerde 

Kamsvåg, the innovation’s chief designer. The 

result: a smoother ride relative to ships with 

conventionally shaped bows, plus decreased 

emissions, fewer vibrations that harm wildlife, 

and steadier (and drier) observation platforms 

on deck – all boons for a ship purpose-built for 

polar explorations. The 126-passenger Resolu-

tion debuts with a 24-day Antarctica, South 

Georgia, and Falklands voyage, sailing round-

trip from Ushuaia. Departure: November 17; 

from $25,890. 

Dial-a-Ray 
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 CITY BREAK 

 INSIGHT 

Forest Bathing in a Bottle  
Essential oils that support sustainable 

practices – and transport you to the forest. 

Japan’s Hinoki Lab makes hinoki essential 

oils from selectively cut wood and handpicked 

branches and leaves from cypresses native to 

the mountains of Okayama Prefecture. From 

$24, usa.hinokilab.com. 

Bursera supports fair-trade working condi-

tions, donates proceeds to causes such as the 

Great Canadian Shoreline Cleanup, and plants a 

tree in sub-Saharan Africa for every order of its 

ethically made incense and oils, including this 

steam-distilled Australian tea tree oil.

$16, bursera.com.

To help save endangered rosewoods, Aromatics 

International sources oil from organically 

cultivated groves in Brazil, where only responsi-

bly trimmed treetops are harvested. Purported 

benefi ts of the oil range from decreased stress 

and enhanced immunity to mood boosts and 

better sleep. From $22, aromatics.com.   

 WELLNESS 

Think Small
“Smaller, slower, and more sustainable, ‘nanotourism’ offers a healthy model 

for future travels, especially as the world emerges from pandemic lockdowns. 

Rather than trying to see too much, too quickly, planning a trip around a single 

destination lets us truly get to know a place, know we’re part of a community and 

that we’ve made a difference there, particularly when we spread tourism dollars 

by visiting lesser-touristed locations. Nanotravels can also help us reduce our 

carbon footprint – for instance, by staying in a small village or lodge and seeing 

everything by foot, bicycle, or even kayak.”  

– Natasha Rhodes, Virtuoso travel advisor, Calgary, Alberta

URBAN RENEWAL 

“Great parks are the green soul of 

a city,” says Meg Daly, founder of 

Friends of The Underline, a group 

that’s bringing new life to the land 

below Miami’s Metrorail, from down-

town to Dadeland. The grand vision: 

a ten-mile linear park. The fi rst phase brought a half mile of bike and pedestrian 

paths, a sound stage and event plaza, communal dining and game tables, an out-

door gym, and butterfl y gardens to the park’s northernmost point near Brickell 

Station. Phase two, slated to debut in 2023, will add another two-plus miles of 

paths, native landscaping and green infrastructure, public arts and gathering 

spaces, and a nature-inspired playground. 

Stay awhile: Ningaloo 
Reef, Western Australia.

Park life at 
The Underline.
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To learn more about A&K’s Wings Over the World

journeys, contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor.

©2021 Abercrombie & Kent, USA, LLC CST #2007274-20

Experience an Incredible 
Small-Group Journey by Private Air
Join the award-winning experts in luxury travel on an extraordinary 

Wings Over the World journey, led by an incomparable Resident 

Tour Director® and with most journeys featuring a maximum group 

size between 11 and 13 guests. Experience a wide panorama of 

cultures and destinations on an itinerary designed around the 

fl exibility and exclusivity of privately chartered fl ights. 

®

Our Portfolio of Wings Over the World Journeys

New Zealand  |  Argentina, Chile & Brazil  |  The Mediterranean  |  Northern Europe  |  Greece & Turkey 

Spain & Morocco  |  Israel, Jordan & Egypt  |  East Africa  |  Southern Africa
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High-Flying Quito

GO FOR Known to travelers as the 

gateway to farther-flung adven-

tures in the Galápagos, Quito, a 

sky-high capital with its head in 

a cloud forest, warrants a longer 

look. Founded in 1534, when the 

Spanish resettled an ancient 

Inca city in a narrow Andean 

valley, Quito sits on the slopes 

of the Pichincha volcano. The 

world’s second-highest capital, 

at 9,350 feet, it’s also the oldest 

capital in South America, with a 

wealth of colonial architecture, 

from the gold interior of the 

baroque Compañía de Jesús 

church to the sprawling cloisters 

of the San Francisco monastery. 

And it’s the first city (along with 

Kraków) to be named a UNESCO 

World Heritage site, in 1978. Like 

the iconic Virgen del Panecillo 

statue, who spreads her wings 

high above the historic Old Town 

from atop one of the surround-

ing hills, the city continues to 

rise. Architect Moshe Safdie’s 

verdant, terraced Qorner tower 

on La Carolina Park and ambi-

tious public works – Quito’s first 

metro line is slated to open  

early next year – are forging a 

new cityscape.

EAT Ecuadorian cuisine includes 

traditional Latin fare, such as 

ceviche (served with crunchy 

tostado de maíz, similar to corn 

nuts), patacones (fried plantain 

slices), and the beloved locro 

de papa, potato soup garnished 

with cheese and avocado. Try 

classic dishes at the 160-year-

old, family-run Heladería San 

Agustín, on Plaza Grande in the 

city center.

Pause in Ecuador’s capital for colonial cloisters,  

starchitect skyscrapers, and elevated cuisine.

BY BARB SLIGL  PHOTOGRAPHY BY LUIS GARCÍA

City to Go

Clockwise from top left: Basílica del Voto, shrimp ceviche and 
patacones at Heladería San Agustín, pre-Columbian art at Casa del 

Alabado museum, and designer Mane Silva at her shop.  
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Quito’s Old Town. Hatmaker 

César Anchala carries on his 

family’s tradition at Som-

brerería Benalcázar, craft-

ing everything from berets to 

cowboy hats to the country’s 

world-famous “Panama” hats 

(the misnomer came from the 

straw hats that were exported 

to workers in Panama). Gonzalo 

Gallardo hand-paints, sculpts, 

and restores religious figures at 

Restauraciones Carrión. 

There’s also a new generation 

of makers in Quito, proliferating 

in La Floresta. There, fashion 

designer Mane Silva upcycles 

fabrics into pieces inspired by 

Indigenous textiles, and potter 

Natalia Espinosa creates whim-

sical ceramics in her workshop, 

Perro de Loza.

Back in Old Town, browse 

Ecuador’s rich artistic heritage 

at Casa del Alabado museum, 

where a collection of some 

5,000 pre-Columbian artworks 

and a gift shop are housed in a 

building that dates back to the 

sixteenth century.

STAY Casa Gangotena faces 

San Francisco Plaza, across 

from the monastery and below 

the Virgen del Panecillo. The 

Italianate palazzo, rebuilt in the 

1920s and overhauled again in 

2011, is now a boutique hotel 

with 31 rooms and suites that 

let guests stay inside a UNESCO 

World Heritage site. Extend 

the immersion and become 

a vecino, or neighbor, with an 

in-room equilibrium treatment 

from a local limpiadora (herbal 

healer), a visit to San Francisco 

monastery’s cloisters and bell 

tower with a Franciscan monk, 

or a walking tour of Old Town. 

Doubles from $298, including 

breakfast daily and one six-

course tasting-menu dinner.  

French-trained Ecuadorian 

chef Wilson Alpala reimagines 

local ingredients at the Relais & 

Châteaux restaurant Zazu. His 

menu includes biche (fish soup), 

made with shrimp confit and 

crispy cassava, as well as mixto 

ceviche (of course). 

Terra Ecuador, slated to reopen 

in July, also serves contem-

porary takes on classic fare 

(gooseberry gazpacho, plantain 

gnocchi) in the culturally vibrant 

La Floresta district, home to the 

city’s first organic market.

DRINK At Bandidos del Páramo, 

a local craft brewery and gas-

tropub with a beer garden, try 

more than 20 different artisanal 

cervezas, such as the Ban-

dolero cacao stout or Camino 

cream ale.

Café Vélez, which evolved from 

one of Quito’s first coffee roast-

ers, serves grown-in-Ecuador, 

single-origin, high-altitude cof-

fees at its La Floresta outpost. 

Visitors can also buy its beans, 

as well as chocolate made from 

the Ecuadorian Arriba Nacional 

Fino de Aroma cacao bean.

SHOP Traditional artisans have 

storefronts on every street in 

TIP

“For the best view of Quito’s 

Basílica del Voto, visit the 

Itchimbía Park. If you’re inter-

ested in independent films or 

documentaries, Ocho y Medio 

theater, located in the colorful 

La Floresta neighborhood, is a 

must. The area is also home to 

coffee shops, restaurants, art 

galleries, and more.” 

– Adriana Rivas, Metropolitan 

Touring, Virtuoso on-site tour 

connection, Quito

Clockwise from top: 
Perro de Loza owner 
Natalia Espinosa; 
Casa Gangotena’s 
bar; and corvina 
ceviche with red 
onion, orange, and 
eucalyptus at Zazu.



CARIBBEAN & GREECE
T W O  W AY S  T O 

T R A V E L  S U M M E R  2 0 2 1



These voyages are only available for guests who have been fully vaccinated for COVID-19. Our intent is for 
all team members working on board for these voyages to be fully vaccinated. We are staying atop health and 

safety protocols in our continuing eff ort to minimize the risk of exposure to COVID-1 , which may impact our voyages and 

off erings, including amenities and itineraries. All U.S. voyages are subject to CDC Cruise Travel Advice which is available at 

https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/travel/notices/covid-4/coronavirus-cruise-ship.  

Experience Seabourn, the world’s fi nest ultra-luxury resort at sea, and feel the 

diff erence between being simply catered to and being truly cared for. Sail to stunning 

island destinations this summer through October 2021 with 7- and 14-day voyages 

departing every Saturday in Greece, and every Sunday in the Caribbean. 

Let us help you plan your travel experience this summer. 

Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor to dream, plan and book your 

Seabourn vacation.

P R E F E R R E D
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On the Table

Hurrah for
Healdsburg
Sonoma’s weekend favorite delivers  

big on wine-country flavor.

BY KIMBERLEY LOVATO 

PHOTOGRAPHY BY KORENA BOLDING SINNETT

Pot of gold: Valette’s day-
boat scallops en croûte.
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actually live and work and enjoy an agricul-

tural lifestyle. I don’t think that will change.” 

The past few years haven’t been easy on 

residents, with record-setting heat waves pro-

pelled by climate change putting the region 

in the crosshairs of devastating wildfires. 

Last summer’s rare lightning siege sparked 

hundreds of fires that would eventually burn 

more than 360,000 acres across five counties, 

all while the pandemic slogged on.

But if there’s one thing you can count on 

here, it’s glass-half-full optimism. Paired 

with a perpetually unfurled welcome mat 

and a casual wine-country lifestyle, Healds-

burg’s get-up-and-go spirit greets this  

summer with a corkscrew at the ready and 

farm-fed heritage at these favorite spots.

Kyle Connaughton and his horticulturist 

wife, Katina, planted a five-acre farm nearby 

and opened their now three-Michelin-

starred restaurant, Single Thread, in 2016, 

Healdsburg became synonymous with 

haute cuisine, enticing gourmet pilgrims 

everywhere to pin it on their maps. The re-

cent opening of the Montage Healdsburg 

resort, just a few miles north of the plaza, 

makes it even more enjoyable to soak in the 

idyllic setting. Yet despite its steadily rising 

culinary mercury, Healdsburg’s authentic-

ity remains its hottest commodity. 

“We came here 22 years ago, and there’s 

still the same small-town pleasantness,” Ka-

tina says. “Healdsburg has become a little 

more refined, but it’s still a town where people  

ITH A RESPECTFUL GLASS 

raised to the more celebrated 

Napa Valley, Sonoma County’s 

wine country – roughly an 

hour north of San Francisco’s Golden Gate 

Bridge – invites wine and food lovers to opt 

out of oenophile clichés in the easygoing 

town of Healdsburg. 

Set on the banks of the Russian River at 

the nexus of three fertile valleys flush with 

more than 400 wineries, the agricultural 

town of about 11,000 has long lured in-the-

know day-trippers looking for more chill 

than frill. At the heart of Healdsburg is its 

strollable, tree-shaded plaza, where late-

1800s buildings house dozens of tasting 

rooms and homey restaurants. When chef 

W

Clockwise 
from top left: 
The Mathe-

son’s En Hon-
oré cocktail, 
picnicking in 
Healdsburg’s 
plaza, garden-
grown crudités 

at Jordan 
Winery’s  

“Paris on the 
Terrace,” and  
Quail & Con-
dor co-owner 
Melissa Yanc.
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Farm Fans

SINGLE THREAD

Stroll around town and inevitably you’ll 

hear Single Thread mentioned in conversa-

tions around the plaza. Kyle and Katina Con-

naughton’s new 24-acre Dry Creek Valley 

farm supplies their 55-seat restaurant, which 

made the World’s 50 Best Restaurants list 

in 2018 and earned its third Michelin star in 

2019. The 11-course, Japanese-leaning menu 

On the Table

full-time at their bakery, which opened in 

January. Yanc’s naturally leavened sour-

dough loaves originally proved a hit at the 

weekly farmers’ market; now customers 

line up at Quail & Condor for her breads 

and baked goods – onion biscuits, rasp-

berry-cream-cheese danishes, plum pies, 

strawberry-rhubarb scones, and more, de-

pending on what local produce is peaking. 

Hometown Hangout

VALETTE

Six years ago chef Dustin Valette dreamed 

of creating a fine-dining restaurant in his 

hometown. Now his corner spot is a go-to 

for gathering around dishes such as day-boat 

scallops en croûte, a perfectly puffed pastry 

dome hiding the delicate seafood. He also 

cures his own charcuterie, a skill he learned 

as a kid from his great-grandfather. “It means 

everything to us that people return,” says 

Valette. “We have some of the best ranchers 

and farmers close by, and we support them by 

cooking and eating what they grow.” 

Family Matters

THE MATHESON 

Valette’s new restaurant, The Matheson, 

stands as an ode to the region’s viticultural 

roots, with a ceiling resembling wine-barrel 

staves and a wall dedicated to 88 mostly lo-

cal wines on tap. “I wanted The Matheson 

to be about the surrounding community,” 

Valette says. “But my family DNA is here 

too.” (His great-grandfather once ran a bak-

ery in the space.) Reserve tables downstairs 

for Hawaiian ahi poke, spring lamb loin, 

local line-caught halibut, and more fine-

dining fare, or head upstairs to Roof 106 

cocktail lounge’s outdoor terrace, overlook-

ing the plaza, for drinks, wood-fired small 

plates, and cozy firepits. A recommenda-

tion: the En Honoré, a brandy-based cock-

tail named for Valette’s great-grandfather.  

Yucatán Man

MATEO’S COCINA LATINA

Chef Mateo Granados opened his down-

town restaurant ten years ago this Sep-

tember. When he’s not harvesting produce 

from his Dry Creek Valley farm or browsing 

Healdsburg’s farmers’ market, Granados 

gathers goods from around Sonoma County 

to infuse dishes with the f lavors of his  

changes daily, but what stitches it all together 

is Sonoma County’s bounty. “We fell in love 

with the diversity of small-scale winemakers 

and farmers,” says Kyle. “There’s a genuine 

collaborative spirit here, supported by agri-

culture and shared between newcomers and 

long-standing families.” 

Flour Power

QUAIL & CONDOR

Food Network’s Holiday Baking Champion-

ship winner Melissa Yanc arrived in town 

five years ago when her husband, chef 

Sean McGaughey, joined Single Thread’s 

team. The duo now kneads together  

Clockwise from left: 
Healdsburg flora, Hazel 
Hill’s lobster tartine, 
and prepped for the 
grill in Single Thread’s 
open kitchen.



Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor and 

ask about Free Pre-Paid Gratuities on select sailings.

E N D L E S S              adventures 
A W A I T

The corners of the world that make your heart sing 

– and those you have yet to explore.

It’s all ahead of you.

#RememberTheFuture

2 for 1 Cruise Fares 

FREE Roundtrip Airfare* 

FREE Airport Transfers*

 plus choose one:

FREE Shore Excursions

FREE Beverage Package 

 FREE Shipboard Credit

B E S T P R I C E G UA R A N T E E

2 0 2 2  F E A T U R E D  S A I L I N G S

plus inclusive amenities: 

FREE Internet 

FREE Specialty Restaurants

FREE Room Service 24 Hours a Day

FREE Shuttles to City Center

FREE Fitness Classes

FREE Still & Sparkling Vero Water

FREE Soft Drinks & Specialty Coffees

FREE Launderette

and more

SOU THE A ST A SI A E X PLOR ER
SINGAPORE to SINGAPORE 

12 days | Feb 24, 2022 – NAUTICA

OLife Choice 

Includes:  

FREE Roundtrip Airfare* 
FREE Airport Transfers*

plus choose one:  

FREE 6 Shore Excursions,  
FREE Beverage Package or  
FREE $600 Shipboard Credit 

Veranda Stateroom 

from only $6,799 per person*

M A R ITIMES & SK Y LINES
MONTREAL to MIAMI 

15 days | Oct 31, 2022 – INSIGNIA

OLife Choice 

Includes:  

FREE Roundtrip Airfare* 
FREE Airport Transfers*

plus choose one:  

FREE 8 Shore Excursions,  
FREE Beverage Package or  
FREE $800 Shipboard Credit 

Veranda Stateroom 

from only $5,599 per person*

EXQUISITELY CR AFTED CUISINE. CUR ATED TR AVEL EXPERIENCES. SM ALL SHIP LUXURY. 

*TERMS & CONDITIONS: Fares are valid as of 5/24/21 and are subject to change. Visit OceaniaCruises.com/terms for details. MAY2118130

IR TU OS O® 

P R E F E R R E D 
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Where to sip and savor the best of Sonoma.

WINE COUNTRY ESCAPES

STAY Montage 

Healdsburg sits a 

five-minute drive from 

downtown’s main 

square and has 130 

bungalow-style rooms 

with spacious outdoor 

patios and mountain 

and vineyard views. 

Unwind with yoga on 

the lawn, dine by the 

pool, or gather for a 

handcrafted cocktail 

by the fire at Scout 

Field Bar. Doubles 

from $995, including 

breakfast daily and a 

$100 resort credit.

Presiding on ten 

acres in the Rus-

sian River Valley, 

Farmhouse Inn 

is brother/sister 

Joe and Catherine 

Bartolomei’s casual 

country escape, with 

a bonus Michelin-

starred restaurant, a 

spa, and 25 rooms, 

suites, and cottages 

with fireplaces and 

homemade gluten-

free chocolate chip 

cookies at turndown. 

Doubles from $700, 

including breakfast 

daily, a $100 spa 

credit, and compli-

mentary winetast-

ings from select 

Sonoma vineyards.

Five minutes from 

Sonoma’s square, 

the 226-room 

Fairmont Sonoma 

Mission Inn & Spa’s 

hot springs have 

served as a haven of 

relaxation since the 

1920s. The wine list 

at the hotel’s Santé 

Kitchen restaurant 

counts more than 

100 Sonoma and 

Napa Valley vintages. 

Doubles from $389, 

including breakfast 

daily and a $100 

resort credit.

SIP From the folks 

behind Reeve Wines, 

BloodRoot Wines 

offers flights or reds 

and whites by the 

glass, including a  

joyful, sparkling  

blanc de gris. 

Opening in July, 

Marine Layer Wines’ 

coastal-chic tasting 

room serves a five-

wine flight of Sonoma 

single-vineyard char- 

donnays, as well as 

pinot noirs.

Bordeaux-style 

wines and a tasting 

room as gorgeous  

as the vineyard views 

make Aperture 

Cellars a must. 

Lioco’s bright-yellow 

door leads to a buzzy 

tasting room for  

pinot noir, chardon-

nay, and carignan 

wines made from pre-

dominantly Northern 

California vines. 

Savor craft cocktails 

inspired by global 

travel with bar bites 

to match at Burdock.   
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Contact your Virtuoso 

Travel Advisor for details

A Micato safari is unlike any other experience

The World’s Most Awarded Safari Outfitter
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Yucatán homeland, such as in his signature 

cochinita pibil – a suckling pig wrapped in 

banana leaves and slowly braised. Cool off 

on hot afternoons with his seasonal aguas 

frescas or kick off happy hour with the bar’s 

selection of Mexican and locally distilled 

spirits, such as Sipsong Indira gin. 

Bistro Beauty

JORDAN WINERY

For scenic vistas and French bistro flair, 

Jordan Winery’s four-course “Paris on the 

Terrace” lunch is hard to top. Chef Todd 

Knoll leans on the estate’s vegetable and 

f lower gardens as well as nearby producers 

for his California take on bistro fare. A sam-

pling: herbed fougasse, ahi tuna poached in 

Jordan Estate olive oil, house-garden cru-

dités, and charcuterie from Healdsburg’s 

Journeyman Meat Co., served next to 

the ivy-covered château overlooking the 

1,200-acre estate. 

Wine Country Hideaway

HAZEL HILL

Hazel Hill’s glass dining room and terrace 

sets the stage at the new 285-acre Montage 

Healdsburg, with its 15 acres of vineyards on 

view from the terrace. Herbs, veggies, and 

edible flowers pulled from the chef’s gar-

den enhance dishes, while locally sourced 

products make an appearance too, such as 

Pacific Ocean oysters, Bellwether Farms 

cheese, and Liberty Farms duck. “Hazel 

Hill honors the wine-country landscape 

that’s literally right outside our doors,” says 

chef de cuisine Jason Pringle. “It’s a truly 

immersive experience.”  

TIP
“When people find out I’m from 

Healdsburg, the first question they 

ask is, ‘What wineries should I vis-

it?’ My top two recommendations: 

Coursey Graves, for organically 

farmed wines by gifted winemaker 

Cabell Coursey, and, for pinot noir 

lovers, Cartograph Wines. Both 

have tasting rooms downtown – 

reservations recommended.” 
– Michelle Mickaelian, Virtuoso 

travel advisor, North Lake Tahoe
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Great Outdoors

T WOULD TAKE SEVERAL LIFETIMES (AS WELL AS  

some serious mountaineering and deep-sea explo-

ration skills) to see every inch of Alaska’s 663,300 

square miles. From the small villages and vast ex-

panses of Arctic Alaska to Anchorage, the state’s largest 

city, where bears and moose still roam, to Southeast Alas-

ka’s coastal towns, the state offers many opportunities to 

profoundly connect with nature. There’s no way to see it 

all in one trip, but it’s well worth getting started. With the 

state’s tourism industry and small businesses working 

hard to get back to normal, travelers are more welcome 

than ever. 

Through the first half of the summer season, inde-

pendent, small-group, and small-ship travelers (along 

with Alaskans themselves) were the only people tour-

ing the state. In mid-July, thanks to the Alaska Tourism  

I

Alaska Up Close
Nature’s best work awaits.

BY JENNA SCHNUER

Exit Glacier in the 
Kenai Peninsula’s 
Harding Icefield.
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Great Outdoors

Another option: After landing in Ketch- 

ikan, head to an island lodge by floatplane. 

Unpack, relax, and get ready for whale-

watching, kayaking, flights to remote hiking 

and fishing spots, and more. While there are 

never any wildlife-viewing guarantees in 

Alaska, time in the southeast comes about 

as close to “yes, you’ll see bears and whales 

and seals” as things get. Entrée can also 

combine lodge stays with other adventures 

around the state, including fishing in Bristol 

Bay, the world’s largest commercial sockeye 

salmon region. Departures: Any day through 

September 8; pricing varies by trip.

OFF THE BOAT

With large-ship cruises on hold until mid-

July, several lines decided to open up their 

sold-out tours and lodges. While there’s still 

some space available, would-be adventurers 

can bookmark these land-based trips for fu-

ture summer explorations too.

CUSTOM MADE

For travelers who prefer a little of this (say, 

fishing) and a lot of that (maybe whale-

watching), travel advisors can work with En-

trée Alaska to create a custom trip. Among 

the options: Prince of Wales Island. It isn’t 

one of Southeast Alaska’s best-known areas, 

but visitors who spend time there talk it up 

for years. Even when the larger cruise ships 

are running, Prince of Wales remains quiet 

in comparison to other Southeast Alaska 

towns. One Entrée Alaska trip uses the island 

as a base for outings by land, air, and sea. 

Restoration Act, large cruise ships will start 

sailing through Southeast Alaska (aka the 

Inside Passage) again. 

Although Alaska bookings were already 

seeing a spike in late spring, says Marc Telio 

of Virtuoso on-site tour connection Entrée 

Alaska, Southeast Alaska was still feeling 

the effects of last year’s lost cruise season. 

“Cruise ships support communities up and 

down the passage, including those in Ju-

neau, Ketchikan, Sitka, Haines, and Skag-

way,” he says. “The Inside Passage features 

not only these towns, but a collection of 

amazing wilderness lodges that offer life-

changing experiences. Even staying at one 

of these lodges and going through one of the 

towns brings support.” The sudden rebound 

is promising for Alaskans – and is leading to 

With the state’s  
tourism industry and 

small businesses  
working hard to get 

back to normal,  
travelers are more  
welcome than ever.

Lunchtime on Prince 
of Wales Island and 
(right) canoeing on 
Tutka Lake.
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Alaskan highlights from a different perspec-

tive, as well as support community busi-

nesses after a tough year. “We try to stay 

at small and locally owned lodging when 

we can. We dine at small restaurants, often 

family owned, and use local partners for the 

active things we do,” says Backroads’ Liz 

Einbinder. Departures: Multiple dates through 

September 5; from $3,799.

SKY LIGHTS 

Seeing the northern lights ranks high on 

many Alaska wish lists. Since aurora view-

ing requires dark skies, the best bet is to head 

north toward summer’s end and into the fall. 

Virtuoso on-site tour connection All Alaska 

Tours works with advisors to set up custom, 

independent, multiday trips that include the 

option to stay in a private igloo and several 

chances to see the lights – even from the com-

fort of natural hot springs. On other nights, 

adventurers travel to locations far from the 

city to stargaze while waiting for the aurora’s 

colors to swirl and dance. 

A late August or September Alaska visit 

wouldn’t be complete without taking time 

to see polar bears feed, fight, and wander 

the shoreline with their young. A nine-seat 

bush plane offers transport to the village 

of Kaktovik for a day of polar bear viewing 

along the Arctic Ocean. Departures: Mul-

tiple dates, August 27 through September 23; 

from $3,679.

Southcentral and interior Alaska land trips 

for stand-alone booking. Princess Cruises 

and Holland America, for instance, send 

travelers on rail journeys in full-dome cars 

with top-notch wildlife viewing and meals 

in the dining car. 

For a fully escorted tour of Denali, Hol-

land America offers a seven-day coach tour 

that includes three nights in the park. The 

trip starts in Anchorage before heading to 

Denali and then on to Fairbanks for the final 

night. Departures: Holland America and Prin-

cess rail trips, multiple dates through Septem-

ber 1; from $2,599. Holland America Denali 

trip from $1,514.  

LOCAL FOCUS

The Kenai Peninsula, nicknamed “Alaska’s 

playground,” draws locals as well as out-

of-state visitors. Whether they’re rafting, 

fishing, or viewing glaciers, travelers will 

cross paths with the people who live here 

and keep the adventures going year-round. 

Backroads’ six-day multisport trip down 

the Kenai starts in Anchorage and winds 

along Turnagain Arm (lucky travelers 

might see surfers taking on the bore tide), 

all the way down to the art- and food-filled 

town of Homer on Kachemak Bay. Along 

the way, travelers hike the Harding Icefield 

Trail, kayak around Yukon Island, and bike 

roads with views of Kachemak Bay.

An outing like this offers a chance to see 

Within the Wild’s family-

owned lodges – six-cabin  

Winterlake, acces-

sible by floatplane at the 

entrance to the Alaska 

Range, and six-cabin 

Tutka Bay, on a cove in 

Kachemak Bay State 

Park on the Kenai Penin-

sula – put visitors in the 

heart of pristine Alaskan 

wilds with easy access to 

wildlife viewing, fishing, 

and hiking. Cabins from 

$6,250 per person for 

three nights, including 

all meals and beverages, 

most activities, and a 

$100 gift shop credit.

Also on the Kenai Penin-

sula, Stillpoint Lodge, a 

20-minute boat ride from 

Homer (or guests can 

arrive via floatplane or 

helicopter), serves up 11 

rustic cabins on Halibut 

Cove and a menu of only-

in-Alaska experiences, 

including sea kayaking on 

Kachemak Bay, brown-

bear-viewing excursions, 

and halibut and salmon 

fishing. Cabins from 

$2,200 per person, 

including all meals and 

beverages, some ac-

tivities, and a wellness or 

spa treatment.   

Alaskan lodges where solitude reigns. 

WILD TIMES

Adventures
In Golf

Creating perfect itineraries,

memorable travel experiences

and dream vacations

since 1977

GREAT BRITAIN, IRELAND,

SPAIN, PORTUGAL, AUSTRALIA,

NEW ZEALAND & USA

To book your adventure,

contact your Virtuoso® travel advisor today.

Old Head Golf Links, Ireland
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Cruising

Port by Port
Savor a Douro River cruise through one  

of the world’s oldest wine regions. 

BY ELLISE PIERCE 

N A LATE JULY AFTERNOON IN PORTO, I  

uncorked a full-bodied Portuguese Cortes de 

Cima red blend and stepped onto my balcony 

to take in the view of Portugal’s second-larg-

est city. Ancient, pastel-hued houses with clay-tiled 

rooftops lined the riverfront, and slipperlike rabelo 

boats bobbed in the water below. I’d just returned from 

wandering the city’s medieval cobblestoned streets, 

where I shopped for handmade scarves and popped 

into a temporary exhibition of Picasso sketches at the 

Palácio das Artes museum – which ended, naturally, 

with a complimentary glass of port. 

Portugal was named after Porto, where port wine-

making is embedded in the history and culture. I was 

there in 2019 to board Viking’s Helgrim for a river 

cruise through the Douro Valley, one of the world’s 

oldest wine regions. Back then, the idea of a global pan-

demic was something found mostly in novels. But this 

summer, after a hiatus of more than a year, with new 

protocols in place – including vaccine requirements 

and an upgraded sanitizing air-filtration system –  

Viking’s European river vessels are set to sail once 

again, along with those of several other cruise lines. 

THE HELGRIM IS THE NEWEST “BABY LONGSHIP” 

in a fleet of four Viking ships that run this route along 

the Douro, the same one that winemakers have trav-

eled for hundreds of years. We pushed off from Porto 

under milky skies, crossing beneath the massive Dom 

O

From left: Terraced vineyards 
rise up from “the river of 

gold,” and Viking Cruise’s 
Helgrim is one of the newest 

ships to sail the Douro. 
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Cruising

Luís I Bridge – designed by one of Gustave 

Eiffel’s students – past fishermen in small 

boats hoping to catch robalo (sea bass) for 

the night’s dinner. Our route would take 

us toward Spain through the Douro Valley, 

where the quintas (wine estates) are still 

growing grapes and making port as it’s been 

done for centuries – pruned and harvested 

by hand. 

As early as the fourth century, Romans 

cultivated wine in this harsh, rocky region. 

Its hot, arid climate was good for growing 

grapes, but not for storing wine, so casks 

were transported by boat to Porto, at the 

mouth of the river, where the wine was aged 

on the lower banks. Back then, the Douro 

was wild and unpredictable, and to keep the 

wine from spoiling along the journey, a little 

brandy was added – which is how port came 

to be. Today, thanks to a system of locks, the 

river is as calm as bathwater, and our jour-

ney was smooth sailing.

With just 53 staterooms, the Helgrim felt 

like a boutique hotel with a make-yourself-

at-home vibe. On such a small ship, friend-

ships formed easily and passengers – who 

ranged in age from thirtysomethings to 

retirees – were soon saving seats for one an-

other, like at summer camp. At dinner, we 

gathered at long, linen-covered tables and 

toasted with porto tónicos (white port with 

tonic water).

Menus showcased Portuguese flavors: 

caldeirada, a fish stew; regional cheeses, 

such as Limiano from northern Portugal 

and soft galvão covered in a smoky Portu-

guese paprika; charcuterie items, among 

them wild boar saucisson, chorizo, and mor-

cela, a local blood sausage; and grilled octo-

pus and sardines, served with crisp Vinho 

Verde. One afternoon, we learned how to 

make the country’s famous egg custard 

pastry, pastel de nata. “I think you should 

eat where you are,” said our Hungarian-

born chef, Peter Benko, who makes break-

fast jam from local apricots and sources  

ingredients along the way when he can.

As we crawled up the river, the hills grew 

taller, terraced with vineyards, cherry and 

olive trees, and, the closer we got to Spain, 

almond trees. We moved slowly along the 

ancient waterway at a mere eight knots 

(about nine mph) upstream, and about 

halfway to the Spanish border, we stopped 

Clockwise from top: 
A vineyard close-
up, iconic Mateus 
Palace, a wine bar 
on the riverbank, 

and pastel de nata, a 
traditional dessert 
served with coffee 

and cream.
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d’Alva and walked across an old bridge into 

Spain, watching from afar as women cooked 

fresh sardines over an open fire and hung the 

week’s laundry out to dry in the summer sun. 

For me, the trip was about this as much as 

anything else – slowing down enough to ob-

serve life’s smallest moments, something 

that I needed to be reminded of then, and 

that we probably all do now.

Heritage site, and the view reveals vine-

yard-covered Douro Valley hills as far as 

you can see. 

Days on the Douro slipped by as easily as a 

second glass of port. Sometimes I stayed on 

the ship and read by the pool instead of join-

ing a tour, or simply wandered around a port 

on my own. One afternoon, I took photos of 

an abandoned railroad station near Barca 

at Pinhão in the heart of the Douro Valley’s 

wine-making region. 

In the hills on the Douro’s south bank we 

learned about port-making at Quinta do 

Seixo, where some of the best and oldest 

grapes for the renowned Sandeman ports 

are grown. We tasted a young, sweet, and 

slightly citrusy white port; a rich, cherry-

like four-year-old ruby; and different tawny 

and vintage bottlings with flavors ranging 

from toffee to chocolate. At the eighteenth-

century baroque Mateus Palace in the near-

by town of Vila Real, we wandered among 

the box hedges in its French-inspired gar-

dens. Rather than its history, the palace is 

best known for its likeness, which appears 

on the label of the middlebrow Mateus rosé, 

still sold in its iconic World War I-inspired 

flask-shaped bottle.

Because the Douro is only navigable for 

about 130 miles inland from Porto, we made 

just two more stops along the way: Barca 

d’Alva, the last Portuguese town before the 

Spanish border, and Régua, first settled by 

the Romans. There, high up the steep hills, 

on switchback roads barely wide enough for 

our motor coaches, we passed cork forests 

on our way to the tiny pre-Roman hilltop 

town of Favaios, where we tasted the area’s 

rustic “four corners” bread, still warm from 

an oven heated with wood and old grape-

vines. A local co-op poured us glasses of 

golden moscatel, a jammy, fortified wine 

that’s even sweeter than port, produced in 

bottles small enough to be hidden in a pants 

pocket. Afterward, we ate lunch at the 

family-owned Quinta da Avessada, where 

port is produced from a vineyard so ancient 

that it’s been designated a UNESCO World  

TIP
“The Wine Box in Porto’s Ribeira neighbor-

hood has a charming atmosphere and  

hundreds of fabulous wines by the glass. It’s 

also one of the best places to enjoy a Fran-

cesinha, Porto’s sandwich specialty.” 

– René Roseburg, Virtuoso travel advisor, 

Cologne, Germany 

Viking’s ten-day Douro River voyages on the 106-passenger Helgrim include days in 

Lisbon and Porto, with daily excursions that focus on the region’s rich viticultural history 

and port tastings along the way. Departures: Multiple dates through November 2021, from 

$3,799, and March through November 2022; from $3,499. 

Eight-day Douro River round-trip sailings from Porto on Uniworld Boutique River Cruises’ 

new ship, the lavish, 100-passenger São Gabriel, are available with a Lisbon stay. Depar-

tures: Multiple dates through November 2021; from $4,599, and April through November 

2022; from $4,999. 

From city tours that showcase Portugal’s blue-and-white tiles to port tastings in local 

quintas, AmaWaterways’ eight-day Douro sailings on board the 102-passenger AmaDouro 

or AmaVida offer an authentic sampling of the region. Departures: Multiple dates through 

November 2021; from $2,999, and April through November 2022; from $3,599.  

A river cruise is an easy way to explore Portugual.

DOING THE DOURO 

Igreja do Carmo is an eighteenth-
century church covered in azulejos, 

Portugal’s traditional tile.
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OCIAL ENTREPRENEUR 

Bruce Poon Tip was in 

Barbados as Covid-19 

cases began surfacing 

around the globe. At first, he 

planned to lock down in those 

pleasant climes. But when 

Prime Minister Justin Trudeau 

asked Canadians to come 

home, Poon Tip returned to 

Toronto. Stuck on the ground 

after more than 30 years in mo-

tion, he mapped out a new vi-

sion for post-pandemic travel 

in an e-book called Unlearn: 

The Year the Earth Stood Still. 

As the founder of small-group 

adventure-travel company G 

Adventures, Poon Tip has long 

advocated for tourism that im-

proves people’s lives and spurs 

the protection of natural envi-

ronments and local culture. In 

Unlearn, he expands that vision 

to include the idea that travel 

could be “the thing that helps 

us – the world – recover from  

all this.”

I used to complain about my 

travel all the time – about 

airports and people. It was my 

shtick. I’ll never do that again 

because I miss that freedom, 

the unconscious ability to book 

a flight and go.

S 

S  
 h ng 
G Adventures’ Bruce  

Poon Tip anticipates 

travel returning with  

new purpose. 

INTERVIEWED BY LISA WOGAN
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flexibility is freeing for local communities 

and can create more-authentic experiences 

for travelers.

The positive impact you’ll have as a 

traveler is very different right now. The 

40 poorest countries in the world rely on 

tourism to create jobs and revenue. So 

when tourism stops, it affects everybody. 

Besides affecting hotels, transportation, 

restaurants, tour guides, and those tradi-

tional things, the loss of tourism destroys 

the GDP and growth of those countries. It 

ends up affecting education, job growth, in-

novation, and social programs. It’s amazing 

how receptive people are, and so grateful to 

see travelers again. People are cheering and 

singing when they see tourists. 

When I travel, I listen to my heart. More 

people should follow their hearts and be 

more purposeful when they make decisions 

on where they want to go. Right now, Japan’s 

calling me, and then Italy. But Italy is always 

calling everybody.  

In Egypt, people are walking in and out of 

the pyramids, seeing everything in a short 

period of time, and they’re alone. There’s a 

feeling of “wow.”

For the short term of the recovery pe-

riod, we have a Book with Confidence pro-

gram, which not only establishes different 

safety protocols on the ground, but also 

offers extreme flexibility for people who 

have to cancel for any reason. We also have 

the Book Your Bubble program – a group of 

people can book any of our trips as private  

departures and create their own bubble 

while traveling.  

In my 31 years of G Adventures, I’ve never 

seen travelers so receptive, open to change, 

and willing to adapt. We’ve spent many 

years trying to predict what travelers want. 

It’s such a better position when travelers 

come willing to accept the country as it is. 

They arrive with an open heart and say, 

“OK, what do I have to do to keep every-

body safe and have a great experience?” The  

I’m hoping that more people get more 

connected to where they go and why. It’s 

not going to be everybody, but a small group 

will think more about why they want to trav-

el and where they want to travel. You have 

to be more purposeful, and there should be 

some meaning. It shouldn’t be just you tak-

ing; you should equally be giving.

A small group of people changing the 

way they travel will have a massive impact. 

There will be people who travel slower, for 

longer. They’ll go deeper into a destina-

tion. They now realize travel is a privilege 

and want to do it right. That mindset and 

shift will be significant – and we’re seeing  

that happening. 

G Adventures has run more than 100 

trips this year. As countries open, we are 

early adopters. People are taking the op-

portunity to see some of the most special 

places with nobody else there. People have 

always wanted that picture of Machu Picchu 

without the crowds – you can get that now. 

L I G H T  Y O U R  P A T H

R                    f

Book your summer getaway or escape for the day 

at Miraval Berkshires Resort & Spa.

C n  c                                      

D  CO                      

@miravalberkshires

C n  c                                      

D  CO                      D  CO                      

@@miravalberkshiresmiravalberkshires
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In My Bag

My Travel Essentials
Flower Flash mastermind Lewis Miller goes for short trips 

and seaside glam. PORTRAIT BY BALL & ALBANESE

L
EWIS MILLER,

the NYC-based 

fl oral designer 

behind the 

beloved “Flower Flash” 

installations – in which 

profusions of blooms 

burst from city trash 

cans, lampposts, and 

the like – gathers ideas 

and products for his 

work during his travels. 

The 46-year-old, who 

generally hits the road 

at least twice a month 

with his beau, Kyle, 

doesn’t linger. “I prefer 

short, intense trips to 

extended stays,” he 

says. “If you dawdle, 

don’t travel with me. 

I don’t want to waste 

time doing silly things 

like eating breakfast 

when there’s so much 

to see!” Among his 

favorite holidays is sum-

mer by the sea – at Le 

Sirenuse on the Amalfi  

Coast, at Tuscany’s Il 

Pellicano, or in Bodrum 

at Maçakizi. For his 

fi rst “real” trip post-

pandemic, he’s mulling 

a return to Greece. And 

he’s bracing himself 

for busier times ahead, 

with work travel picking 

up, a new offi ce opening 

in Palm Beach, and a 

Flower Flash book com-

ing this fall.

I DON’T LEAVE HOME WITHOUT:

1. A blue Bric’s Bel-

lagio spinner trunk.

2. Geometric-printed 

canvas Pierre Hardy 

pouches, to hold every-

thing from chewing gum 

to hand sanitizer. 

3. Herban Essentials

peppermint or eucalyp-

tus towelettes. 

4. Fresh oranges.

Nothing is more refresh-

ing on a long-haul fl ight. 

5. Rubinacci loafers – 

dress ’em up, dress 

’em down.

6. Santa Maria No-

vella Arnica Cream, the 

best lotion in the world. 

And it’s not just for the 

body: I use it in my hair 

as a grooming cream.

7. My Swiss Army 

fl oral knife. You never 

know – I might need to 

arrange fl owers.

8. Audible books – 

something fortifying, 

such as Roger Scruton’s 

Beauty or Jordan B. Pe-

terson’s Maps of Meaning.

9. Escentric Molecules 

01 cologne. Others say 

it smells amazing – so 

that’s about perfect for 

any situation anywhere 

in the world. 

10. A yellow legal pad 

and black felt-tip pens.

Getting away from my 

normal grind gets me to 

start making lists.  

2.

L

4.

6.

4.

6.



Discover Bellagio’s renovated rooms, where serenity and sophistication join together  

in designs inspired by the movement of water and the soft sunrises and sunsets over  

Lake Como, Italy. Stroll through and enjoy the seasonal displays in the Conservatory, 

and experience Bellagio’s curated dining collection, which offers the freshest ingredients 

imported daily in lavish settings, making each bite an experience to be savored.

A Once-In-A-Lifetime Experience. Every Time.

Luxury 
Redefined
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WANDERLISTS

What   

Germans have a word for what we’ve been feeling the past year: Fernweh (“farsickness”). It’s a physical longing 

for travel, the need to get out and explore the world. Vaxxed and ready to go, the editorial team turned to Virtuoso’s 

Wanderlist for inspiration on where to head next. The new online tool lets travelers create easy-to-organize lists of 

exclusive experiences and the travel ideas, top hotels, and don’t-miss boutiques, bars, and restaurants we bookmark 

or jot down in journals – all in one convenient spot. Share lists with friends and your Virtuoso advisor, who can 

suggest more great ideas, then bring the trip to life. Here’s a glimpse of what’s calling us to Tokyo, Morocco, coastal 

California, and beyond. Explore our full Wanderlists – and feed your Fernweh with lists of your own – at Virtuoso.com.

What   
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Taking onTokyo
I’ve always looked to Tokyo as one of the most exciting city escapes – albeit one that’s a bit intimidating. 

For my fi rst trip to the city, eye-popping animated art, great food, late-night barhopping, and a couple of prized 

(but useful!) souvenirs top my list.  – Justin Paul, senior editor

TOP RAMEN

Ramen has recently 

made inroads on the 

pho-dominated soup-

noodle scene of my 

hometown, Seattle, 

and I can’t wait to try 

some of Tokyo’s best. 

First up: Nakiryu, 

a ten-seat, cash-only 

mainstay loved for 

its dan dan broth and 

delicate noodles – 

one of only two of the 

city’s 10,000-plus 

ramen joints that have 

earned a Michelin star.

EXPLORE THE YAYOI KUSAMA MUSEUM

Yayoi Kusama’s Infi nity Room exhibits 

sell out wherever they pop up. I’m 

looking forward to her Tokyo museum 

in Shinjuku. The current show (through 

December 26) focuses on her mono-

chromatic works, from the early Infi nity 

Nets series to her present-day Flower 

Obsession installations.

TEAMLAB’S MIND-BENDING DIGITAL ART

TeamLab Borderless at the Mori Building Digital 

Art Museum puts Kusama-like playfulness and 

illusion on digital steroids: The mesmerizing,

interactive projections morph into each other, travel 

through rooms, change according to 

visitors’ interactions, and are never the same twice. 

GOLDEN GAI NIGHTLIFE

Golden Gai’s tiny – we’re talking sometimes fi ve cus-

tomers max – and eclectically themed bars are the 

type of thing that shouldn’t exist in glitzy, modern-day 

Tokyo. (The somewhat ramshackle section of Kabu-

kicho has faced threats of being razed for develop-

ment numerous times.) Set me up with a guide to 

show me their favorites and tell neighborhood stories 

during some late-night barhopping.
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“While you can take a private class with a master sushi chef in 

Tokyo, why not take it a step further and learn how to make soba 

noodles – a traditional dish that’s steeped in Japan’s history and a 

cornerstone of its culinary culture. In partnership with Exo Travel, 

one of Virtuoso’s on-site connections in the country, I’d arrange 

a morning with the master chefs and ‘sobaticians’ at the Tsukiji 

Soba Academy to learn the masumizu noodle-making technique, 

followed by lunch to enjoy the fruits of your labor.” 

– Camille Porta, Virtuoso travel advisor, San Francisco

STOCK UP ON JAPANESE DENIM

Turns out, pandemics put a hurt on your closet. If 

I can’t make it to Kojima Jeans Street, a few hours 

away in Kurashiki, I’m headed to UES in Tokyo’s 

Daikanyama neighborhood to refresh my daily denim 

with handcrafted Japanese selvedge denim jeans.

SUSHI MASTER CLASS

I’ve learned to make pastas in Tuscany, pintxos in 

San Sebastián, and curries in Phnom Penh. For 

Tokyo, it’s a private class with a sushi master – 

and what’s sure to be a delicious lunch.

KNIFE-SHOP WHERE THE CHEFS DO

I love to cook and have always wanted a nice Japanese 

knife in my quiver. Aritsugu has honed blades since 

its days making samurai swords in the 1500s; I’ll be 

heading to its stall in the Tsukiji Outer Market for a fi l-

let knife – and to nearby Masamoto, a more-than-150-

year-old brand, for a carbon-steel chef’s knife with a 

custom-fi t handle.

PARK HYATT TOKYO 

Home base for my ad-

venture is this 177-room 

hotel, which occupies the 

top 14 fl oors of a 52-story 

Shinjuku skyscraper and 

has an indoor lap pool 

with (on clear days) views 

to Mount Fuji. 

mak e it  happ en 
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ELLE     H U E

I’d love to check into this 15-room boutique 

property for its strong sense of place, lush 

grounds, and incredible views. I hear its Wine 

Gallery houses more than 9,000 South 

African wines– that’s my kind of destination 

immersion. My daughter, an art history major 

with curator aspirations, would relish the own-

ers’ South African art collection, one of the 

most extensive in the world. 

W  ET  T  G    THE C PE

There’s something about a vineyard vista 

that says “life is good.” Just outside the 

city, the Cape Winelands’ scenery, Dutch 

architecture, boutiques, galleries, and 

restaurants alone make it worth the trip. 

The  tellenbosch and  ranschhoek val-

leys are ideal for learning about and tast-

ing South African wines with a sommelier 

guide, and we’ll certainly raise a glass or 

two of pinotage to toast our good fortune.

  V  G             

Diving in waters known for their 

sharks scares me – but for a girl’s best 

friend? Pass the mask and fi ns, and I’ll 

happily take the plunge. Sign me up for a 

private plane to the country’s west coast 

and the tutelage of dive masters and dia-

mond sorters to fi nd and select gems that 

will be made into a fi nished jewelry piece

at a design studio in Stellenbosch – 

now that’s a memorable souvenir.

Y G     T BLE   U T   

Yoga got me through the pandemic, stretching loose 

the knots and stress induced by endless Zoom meet-

ings. Unrolling a mat on the UNESCO World Heritage 

site’s 3,500-foot summit plateau – with views of 

Table Bay and  obben  sland, where Nelson 

Mandela was imprisoned during apartheid – 

would make for an iconic om.

“My favorite place in South Africa is Tswalu Kalahari, a stunningly dramatic desert safari lodge that can be done easily 

in a couple of days via a private fl ight from Cape Town. Tswalu focuses on smaller wildlife – think meerkats and pango-

lins – but there are also cheetahs, giraffes, and zebras. South African chef Jan Hendrik van der Westhuizen, who runs 

an eponymous Michelin-starred restaurant in Nice, opened Klein Jan in a farmhouse on the reserve that’s one of South 

Africa’s most sought-after reservations. If you have to pick one safari, this is the most unique and easiest.”  

– Tiffany Figueiredo, Virtuoso travel advisor, Cape Town

mak e it  happ en 

Sout h Africa Sojourn

When a business trip took me to Cape Town several years ago, the city instantly captivated me.

 It checks all the boxes: urban energy and cosmopolitan perks (arts and culture, dining, shopping), 

coupled with adrenaline-fueled outdoor activities and proximity to winelands and safaris. A friend 

from Texas (who happens to be a Virtuoso travel advisor) now spends part of the year there with her 

fi ancé (who happens to be the Ellerman House’s general manager), and I hope to return to visit them – and their 

city – with my family.  – Elaine Srnka, editorial director and vice president of content

  V  G             
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mak e it  happ en 

The last time I was in Morocco, I was 20, broke, and on a bus tour with four friends and dozens of 

chain-smoking Spaniards. What’s stuck with me after the haze of 1,000 Ducados has faded: the 

feeling of arriving somewhere dazzling and deeply unfamiliar. My next trip will be a little bit fancier 

and a lot less cookie-cutter.  – Marika Cain, managing editor

Mor occan  Style and Design
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Flower-Powered in Lon don 
I’m obsessed – really obsessed – with fl owers. I’ve always wanted to attend the prestigious RHS Chelsea 

Flower Show, in one of my favorite cities. I subscribed to BritBox during the pandemic just so I could 

binge-watch the UK gardening show Gardeners’ World. – Korena Bolding Sinnett, art director

       L  A FL W      W

Typically held in May, the show is moving 

to September (21 through 26) this year 

for the fi rst time in its 108-year history. 

Celebrating autumn horticulture will surely 

bring an exciting and different look to what 

many consider the world’s most illustrious 

fl oral event. Virtuoso’s on-site tour connection, 

 oteWorthy, can secure tickets to exclusive 

Flower Show events and arrange tours 

with a horticulturalist.

  UV              

A  L B   Y L     

Wherever I travel, 

stationery and table 

linens always seem to 

fi nd their way into my 

bag as mementos. I’ll 

be shopping at Liberty 

for its signature fl oral 

prints. And I can’t wait 

to see the arrange-

ments at the on-site 

fl orist-to-the-Royals, 

Nikki Tibbles Wild 

at Heart.

              

Tiny sandwiches and tiers of beautiful 

pastries are a British tradition I can’t 

miss. The Dorchester’s specially themed 

fl oral teatime is the perfect way to kick 

off a fl ower-fi lled week in the city. 

  UV              
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FALL COLOR IN CHELSEA

Cadogan and the Royal Horticultural Society partner to put on 

Chelsea in Bloom, an annual fl oral competition and London’s 

largest free fl ower festival, in which neighborhood restau-

rants, boutiques, and hotels compete to outdo each other. 

Fittingly for a Wanderlist, this year’s installment (September 

20 through 25) is themed “Extraordinary Voyages.”

DINNER AT SPRING

Chef Skye Gyngell creates innovative and beautiful dishes with an 

emphasis on sustainable and seasonal offerings at her restaurant, Spring. 

The dining space is located inside the New Wing at Somerset House, 

London’s working arts and culture center. 

“Flower-themed boutique hotels are in full bloom during the festival. The Egerton House Hotel 

in Knightsbridge has a fragrant, fl oral archway entry in celebration of the Chelsea Flower Show. 

Request a rose petal turndown service in one of the 28 individually designed and famously eclectic 

rooms overlooking private gardens. Virtuoso guests receive exclusive tickets to the V&A Museum, 

with access to the members’ lounge.”  – Jessica Avery, Virtuoso travel advisor, Scottsdale, Arizona

mak e it  happ en 

FLORIST SCHOOL

I’d like to learn from the pros at 

McQueens or the London Flower 

School by taking a one-day fl oral design 

class. I love learning new skills while 

traveling that I’ll enjoy using at home.

ART APPRECIATION AT THE 

VICTORIA AND ALBERT MUSEUM

Viewing the V&A’s fl oral still life collection will help 

inspire my own fl oral photography when I return 

home. The Main Café is a masterpiece in itself – a 

perfect spot for coffee and notebook sketching.
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Trekking in Bhut an 
Bhutan has always intrigued me. It would be the trip of a lifetime to hike its dramatic Himalayan valleys, visit Tiger’s 

Nest monastery, share spicy food with locals, and – drumroll please – hop across the country via Six Senses’ fi ve 

new ecolodges.  – Melanie Fowler, design director 

HIKE THE SACRED PATH TO TIGER’S NEST

Located in Paro Valley, this iconic monastery sits perched on the edge of 

a cliff. Set me up with a guide who will convey Bhutan’s rich history and 

folklore as we hike the nearly four-mile, moderate trail. (Legend has it 

that a Buddhist guru arrived here on the back of a tigress.)

ATTEND A TSHECHU (RELIGIOUS FESTIVAL)

The festivals, staged in various locations throughout the country, 

are a Bhutan must-see. Thimphu and Paro’s tshechus, the most 

popular, are held in September or October and March or April, 

respectively, depending on the lunar calendar. Aside from 

the colorful costumes and masks, I’m interested in the storytelling 

and performances that pass Bhutanese mythology from 

one generation to another. 

SCORE A BULL’S-EYE

Throughout Bhutan, vil-

lages stage traditional 

archery tournaments, 

which typically wrap up 

with celebratory feasts. 

I’m volunteering my son 

for a private lesson and 

possibly the chance to 

participate in the coun-

try’s national sport, and 

I’ll gladly cheer him on 

from the sidelines.
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SIX SENSES BHUTAN

During the year leading up 

to the pandemic, Six Senses 

debuted fi ve long-delayed 

lodges in Thimphu, Pu-

nakha, Paro, Gangtey, and 

Bumthang. Travelers can 

stay at a single property or let 

the company design four- to 

ten-night multilodge tours, 

with activities at each tailored 

to their interests.

“For a trip like this, having an expert tailor your experience is most impor-

tant; I use andBeyond Bhutan because I love their guides. One of their 

12-day trips, for example, includes visits to numerous weaving centers, the 

hike to Tiger’s Nest, and time in the Tang Valley to visit a sixteenth-century 

naktshang – a beautiful place for religious studies and solitude, with a won-

derful museum showcasing a noble Bhutanese family.” 

– Ralph Iantosca, Virtuoso travel agency owner, Irving, Texas

mak e it  happ en 

DIG INTO MOMO AND EMA DATSHI

Momo (Bhutanese dumplings) 

come fi lled with meat, cheese, and 

spices; ema datshi, a stew of chilies 

and cheese, is Bhutan’s national 

dish – watch out for the spice 

level! In Thimphu, I’ll visit a couple 

of spots to try my guide’s favorite 

renditions of each.

SHOP FOR 

TRADITIONAL TEXTILES

My home is fi lled with 

souvenirs that remind me 

of my family’s travels. For 

this trip, I’m looking for 

a woven yathra throw or 

coveted kishuthara silk

piece to support Chumey 

and Khoma weaving com-

munities and add a splash 

of color – and some of the 

country’s Gross National 

Happiness – to my home.
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The Jameson Distillery on Dublin’s Bow Street 

sounds a bit like Ireland’s adults-only Disney 

World (it’s one of the country’s most visited 

tourist attractions), so I’ll skip it in favor of a 

drive to the more off-the-beaten-path Jameson 

 istillery Midleton in County Cork.

Whiskey-Lover’s Irel an d
It all started with the go-to cocktail of my twenties: Jameson and ginger, please. Since 

then, my taste for Irish whiskeys has expanded – and my home bar is a love letter to 

this “water of life.” I want to visit some of the country’s best distilleries and learn more 

about my favorite spirit. Throw in spectacular seaside vistas and overnights at grand 

estates, and Ireland is sure to go down smooth.  – Amy Cassell, digital content manager

  P OP   P       K 

Everyone has that friend who’s 

visited Dublin, only to return and 

casually proclaim at happy hour, 

“The Guinness just tastes better in 

Ireland.” (Just me?) I need to test this 

theory for myself, and a guided after-

noon pub crawl to some of Dublin’s 

most legendary watering holes – The 

Brazen Head,  he  emple  ar, 

Johnnie Fox’s – should do the trick.  

   V   H                    

I’m dedicated to my mission, but it 

can’t be all whiskey – so I’ll take one 

day off. I’d love to road-trip down 

the Wild Atlantic Way to the  liffs of 

Moher, about two hours’ drive from 

Ashford Castle. Stretching for fi ve 

miles, the verdant natural wonders 

are one of the country’s most scenic 

attractions – and, I’ll admit it, perfect 

for the ’gram. 
                         

In the mid-nineteenth century, Ireland 

was the whiskey capital of the world, but 

most distilleries ceased production in 

the decades that followed. There’s been 

a renaissance recently, including in Dub-

lin, where the Liberties neighborhood is 

home to several distilleries. On my list: 

 eeling  hiskey, which, in 2015, was 

the fi rst new distillery to open in the city 

in 125 years, and Pearse Lyons, on the 

grounds of a twelfth-century church. 

“I’d reach out to my friends at  ream  scape, 

a Virtuoso on-site connection in Ireland, to set 

you up with one of their guides. They have the 

contacts to arrange exclusive tours and meetings 

(and maybe even dinner and drinks) with owners 

of some of the country’s best distilleries. They’ll 

also handle the private cars and drivers as you 

distillery-hop, always making sure you stay on the 

right – I mean, left! – side of the road.”  

– Catherine Parkin, Virtuoso travel advisor, 

Littleton, Colorado

mak e it  happ en 

  HFO          

When in Ireland, one must 

spend the night in a castle. 

County Mayo’s storybook, 

83-room Ashford Castle will 

do. Extra credit for sticking 

to the theme: The sprawling, 

800-year-old estate was once 

the home of Benjamin Lee 

Guinness (yes, that Guinness). 
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14 nights  w  Roundtrip London

Jul 10, 2022  w  V217

A World Away is closer 
than you think.

Venic

19 nights  w  Roundtrip London

Sep 4, 2022  w  V224

We are currently assessing enhanced health and safety protocols in light of COVID-19 and looking at how these may affect each voyage. Our actual cruise offerings and itineraries may vary from the descriptions 
provided and images displayed throughout. © 2021 Cunard. Ships’ Registry: Bermuda. The Cunard logo and logotype are registered trademarks of Carnival plc, an English Company trading as Cunard Line.  
Queen Elizabeth is a trademark owned by Cunard. All rights reserved in the United States and other countries.

Virtuoso Exclusive Benefits include:
Up to $500 Bonus Onboard Credit per stateroom*

Specialty Dining Dinner in Steakhouse at The Verandah (Balcony and above)*

*Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor for complete Terms and Conditions.

British Isles

12 nights  w  Roundtrip London

May 24, 2022  w  V213
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Coastal Cal if or nia Road Trip

Unburdened by fl ight times or stringent itineraries, a road trip is the perfect 

excuse to slow down and take it easy on vacation. And that’s exactly what I plan 

to do on my scenic drive up the Pacifi c Coast Highway’s 460-mile stretch from 

Los Angeles to San Francisco.  – Veronica Rosalez, senior graphic designer

 INING  N   INING IN S N   B RB R 

I plan to take my time perusing the Funk Zone, Santa Barbara’s vibrant 

neighborhood of colorful murals, craft breweries, galleries, restaurants, and artisan 

shops. The Funk Zone is also part of the city’s Urban Wine Trail, which features 

20-plus boutique tasting rooms. 

  I              

   E  C  EM  MUSEUM

After years of anticipation, L.A.’s 

 cademy Museum of Motion 

Pictures will open its doors in 

late September. The museum’s 

collection features Dorothy’s ruby 

slippers from The Wizard of Oz, 

the sole surviving full-scale model 

of the shark from Jaws, and the 

stop-motion-capture device used 

for Jurassic Park. The museum also 

offers the Oscars Experience, an 

immersive simulation where guests 

can feel the excitement of accept-

ing the award. Best Animated 

Feature? Don’t mind if I do.

  E BEVER    I  S    E 

For me, nothing says Old 

Hollywood glamour quite like 

the 210-room Beverly Hills 

Hotel’s iconic banana-leaf 

wallpaper. I’ll be staying in 

one of the hotel’s historic 

bungalows, whose guests 

have included Marilyn Mon-

roe and Charlie Chaplin. 

P S  R NC  INN

Post Ranch is a destination 

in and of itself. The 100-acre, 

40-room resort’s clifftop 

dwellings and panoramic 

ocean views have held a spot 

at the top of my Wanderlist 

for years. During my stay, I’m 

looking forward to a falconry 

lesson, guided hikes, and 

stargazing sessions. 

“The Sonoma Coast is a hidden gem with artisanal cheesemakers; great seafood, oysters, and 

farm-to-table dining; and, of course, wine. I’d add an immersive farm-and-food experience in Point 

Reyes designed by  merican Excursionist – my go-to Virtuoso on-site connection for bespoke 

itineraries throughout the U.S. – where you’d spend a day with a local who has extensive experience 

in the organic food industry for a behind-the-scenes tour of chefs’ favorite suppliers.”

– Suzette Mack, Virtuoso travel advisor, San Jose, California

mak e it  happ en 

C  NNE  IS  N S   VEN URE

I’ve always wanted to spend a 

day whale-watching, and I’ll get 

the opportunity just an hour off 

the coast of Santa Barbara. With 

numerous whale species, the 

Channel Islands are considered 

one of the best whale-watching 

destinations in the world. While 

there, I’ll also set off on a kayak 

tour of Santa Cruz Island’s 

expansive sea caves.

  I              



Special moments await at every 

turn in Tokyo. Discover a world 

of wonder and make memories 

to last a lifetime. 
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Equestrian Culture in 

Argen t ina and Uruguay
From the back of a horse, I imagine looking out over plains of waving 

pampas grass, hearing the thwack of a polo stick, and smelling asado
sizzling over a wood fi re.  – Samantha Falewée, assistant editor

SUNRISE PICNIC 
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ISLAND
MADE

Bougainvillea for lei 
and (opposite) lei 
maker Meleana Estes.



MEET THE ARTISTS UPHOLDING GENERATIONS 

OF HAWAIIAN TRADITION, BEAUTIFULLY.

BY MICHAEL SHAPIRO
PHOTOGRAPHY BY KORENA BOLDING SINNETT
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Maile Meyer at 
Na Mea Hawai‘i, 
the east coast 
of Oahu.

HEN HOKULEA – A REPLICA OF THE KIND OF VOY-

aging canoe that ancient wayfarers sailed when they 

discovered the Hawaiian Islands – arrived in Papeete in 

1976, it started a fire throughout Polynesia. The canoe 

had reached Tahiti from Hawaii without modern in-

struments, navigating by the stars. It was a watershed cultural mo-

ment. Sailors from Hawaii had relearned the nearly lost art of stellar 

navigation to show that the discovery of thousands of islands wasn’t 

dumb luck; it had been deliberate, achieved through courage, inge-

nuity, and an intimate knowledge of the wind and currents, the fish 

and birds, the stars. Hokulea’s success sparked the Hawaiian Renais-

sance, a wave of pride that reinvigorated other Polynesian cultural 

traditions, such as hula, weaving, taro farming – and even the Ha-

waiian language, which had been on the verge of extinction. 

In old Hawaii, material culture was “highly evolved because we 

had evolved leisure,” says Maile Meyer, owner of Na Mea Hawai‘i, a 

Honolulu shop, gallery, and gathering place. Blessed with an abun-

dance of resources – and therefore time – “Hawaiians made beauti-

ful things,” Meyer says. “They displayed the highest level of mastery 

and aesthetics.” Today, Na Mea features contemporary work by is-

land artists and makers who draw from ancient sources while mov-

ing their craft forward. 

Meyer, herself a maker and Native Hawaiian, points out that what 

makes a work “Hawaiian” these days isn’t necessarily the genealogy 

of its maker or how strictly it hews to the past. It’s more about conti-

nuity, the transmission of knowledge down the generations through 

kumu, or teachers, and about mastery. “It’s not Hawaiian if you 

didn’t learn it from somebody who knew it from before,” she says. 

Now, two generations since Hokulea’s first voyage, Hawaiian 

traditions haven’t been this vibrant and diverse since perhaps the 

nineteenth century. That’s true not only for ancient practices such 

as lauhala weaving, surf board shaping, and lei making, but also for 

“Hawaiian” things that developed after the islands’ encounter with 

the West: ukulele, woven hats, hand-sewn quilts. Whereas in the 

past these arts might have been fading or kapu (sacred, and therefore 

inaccessible), “the knowledge now is noa,” or accessible, Meyer says. 

For visitors hoping to bring a piece of Hawaii home, there’s likely 

never been a better time to connect with exceptional artists bridg-

ing the old and new. These Oahu-based artists represent a cross sec-

tion of the resurgence of traditional Hawaiian arts.

The Ka Iwi 
coastline on 
Oahu’s south-
eastern shore.

“BLESSED WITH AN 

ABUNDANCE OF  

RESOURCES AND 

TIME, ANCIENT  

HAWAIIANS MADE 

BEAUTIFUL THINGS. 

TODAY, ISLAND ART-

ISTS AND MAKERS 

DRAW FROM ANCIENT 

SOURCES WHILE  

MOVING THEIR  

CRAFT FORWARD.”

¯

¯
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Meleana Estes 
makes lei with 
bougainvillea 

and fern at her 
grandmother’s 

home in Manoa.

GROWING UP ON KAUAI, MELEANA ESTES WAS IMMERSED 

in the tradition of lei making. Her grandmother made beautiful haku 

lei (think of them as flower crowns), which she had been taught to 

craft by a master lei maker. When Estes’ family visited her tutu on 

Oahu, she would be ready for them. “Every time she picked us up, 

haku. Every Thanksgiving she would make each grandchild and aun-

tie a haku. For every birthday, haku. Every paddling race, all my team-

mates would have a haku – that’s a lot of love.” At the time, says Estes, 

she was too busy surfing to really appreciate it. “But now that I’m a 

lei maker, I understand the gravity of it – it’s a huge amount of work.”

Those labors of love were also an unspoken transmission of cul-

ture. Lei have been an expression of aloha and respect in Polynesian 

culture for centuries; in the past they were often given to alii (chiefs) 

and bestowed on kii (images of deities). That tradition continues  

today – statues of King Kamehameha I are festooned with lei on  

June 11, the state holiday honoring the monarch who united the  

Hawaiian Islands. 

It wasn’t until Estes returned to Hawaii after attending New York 

City’s Fashion Institute of Technology that she heard the call to 

make lei. “I felt it was my kuleana [responsibility] to share this,” she 

says. She started teaching workshops at various locations around 

Oahu in 2015 (during the pandemic, she’s offered private classes 

either in person or online). She makes all styles of lei, but like her 

grandmother, she specializes in haku using the wili (to wind) style, in 

which strands of raffia or twine are wound around flowers and ferns. 

“I’m grateful for the beauty lei bring to everything,” Estes says. 

“A lei completes the aloha, completes the moment.” While she ad-

mits she has a natural feel for color, she’d be the first to say that 

she’s only one of many artists making beautiful lei these days. “The 

spirit of lei is so vibrant in Hawaii right now,” she says. “I’m lucky 

to be a part of that.”

LEI

ALOHA COMES FULL CIRCLE 
MELEANA ESTES
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DON’T CALL THE SPOT WHERE TOM POHAKU STONE 

shapes surf boards a “workshop” – unless you consider a pair of saw-

horses under a guava tree in Kahaluu a workshop. Pohaku (Hawaiian 

for “stone”) has no need for a typical shaping bay. He uses no foam 

or fiberglass, no gloves or respirators. Instead, he shapes his boards 

from wood, by hand and eye, the way Hawaiians did for centuries be-

fore Captain Cook observed hee nalu, or “wave sliding,” in 1778. As 

technology progressed in the twentieth century, foam and fiberglass 

became the materials of choice, and the wooden boards surfed in old 

Hawaii – 20-foot-long olo ridden by chiefs; mid-size alaia, the board 

of choice for everyday folk – disappeared. They were preserved as 

wall decorations or museum artifacts, but no one surfed them. 

Now 70, Pohaku shaped his first traditional wooden board almost 

30 years ago, when few were interested in reviving this lost art. Not 

that he initially was, either: He did it for his father, who had made a 

board for Pohaku when he was young – too young to appreciate it. 

“He handcarved that thing – I watched him do every bit of it. In the 

end I told him I hated it,” Pohaku recalls, shaking his head. “Later in 

life you think, ‘Holy crap, what was I saying?’ ” So, in his late 40s, he 

carved a similar board from memory and presented it to his father 

“to let him know that I embraced his knowledge before he passed 

away.” Pohaku would later learn that shaping wood boards was part 

of his lineage – his father, his grandfather, his uncles.

Since then, he has shaped hundreds of boards. He uses the same 

woods that Hawaiians did before contact with the West – balsalike 

wiliwili, ulu (breadfruit), and beautiful but heavy koa – and cures 

them using traditional techniques. But those woods are rare or ex-

pensive, so for collectors interested in a more affordable Hawaiian 

board, Pohaku uses lightweight paulownia wood. 

A word of caution for the intrepid wave rider who wishes to paddle 

out on one of these boards: A finless wooden plank is not the easiest 

thing to surf. It takes practice and finesse. But for those who dial it 

in, it’s a sweet ride, Pohaku says. “Sometimes you want to glide in-

stead of shred – to just feel it.”

SURFBOARDS

RIDING THE PLANK 
TOM “POHAKU” STONE

Tom Pohaku 
Stone with a 
finished board 
and (bottom) 
shaping a board 
with his son, 
who is learning  
the craft. 
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WITH A BLENDED FAMILY OF THREE CHILDREN BORN 

within three years of each other, Pat Gorelangton needed some 

quiet alone time. She signed up for a quilting class at a craft store in 

Kailua, started stitching, and never stopped. Thirty-five years later, 

Gorelangton is one of the islands’ most prolific makers of Hawaiian 

quilts. A queen-size quilt, which requires about 1,000 hours of hand-

stitching, would take most artists a year to finish; Waikiki-based 

Gorelangton estimates it takes her about three months. “I’m quilt-

ing eight to ten hours a day. It’s a passionate obsession or an obses-

sive passion,” she says, laughing. “My husband is very patient.”

Christian missionaries, who arrived in 1820, taught Hawaiian 

women to sew using fabric, thread, and steel needles. Legend has it 

that the first Hawaiian quilt design was serendipitous: A woman laid 

some fabric under a breadfruit tree and noted the shadows its broad, 

lobed leaves cast. She cut the design out of dark fabric and appliquéd 

it to a lighter backing. That story might be apocryphal, but it speaks 

to the motifs common to Hawaiian quilts: symmetrical patterns, es-

pecially of plants, that convey a connection to nature. 

“In the old days, Hawaiian quilt patterns were guarded and passed 

down through families,” Gorelangton says. These days, a quilter can 

buy patterns in craft stores or trace them for free at the Wai‘anae Pub-

lic Library on Oahu. Gorelangton studied with master quilter John 

Serrao, who encouraged her to create her own patterns. Since she 

started, Gorelangton estimates that she’s made close to 150 quilts.

Though a Hawaiian quilt is a work of art – Gorelangton’s have been 

exhibited in Milan and are headed to Oxford’s Pitt Rivers Museum 

next year – they’re made to be used. They even come a little broken 

in: Upon finishing a quilt, Gorelangton spends a night sleeping un-

der it “so that my mana [spiritual energy] can pass from me to the 

quilt and on to the owner,” she says. “I learned about that tradition 

many years ago. It’s like the quilt giving you a hug.”

QUILTS

STITCHES IN TIME 
PAT GORELANGTON

A traditional 
ulu (breadfruit) 
pattern and 
(below) Pat 
Gorelangton 
and her beauti-
ful obsession.

“IN THE OLD DAYS, 

HAWAIIAN QUILT 

PATTERNS WERE 

GUARDED AND 

PASSED DOWN 

THROUGH FAMILIES.”



Joe Souza with 
a Kanile‘a 2021 

Platinum Edition 
ukulele and 

(right) instru-
ments at the 

company’s fac-
tory in Kaneohe. 

“WE FOLLOW  

THE HAWAIIAN 

PROVERB: HE ALII 

KA AINA, HE KAUA 

KE KANAKA – THE 

LAND IS CHIEF,  

THE PEOPLE ARE  

ITS SERVANTS.”
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LIKE MOST PUBLIC-SCHOOL KIDS IN HAWAII, JOE SOUZA 

learned to play ukulele in the fourth grade. Most drop it after learn-

ing a few chords, but not Souza. He learned to play, then to build, and 

went on to start one of the islands’ most successful manufacturers, 

Kanile‘a ‘Ukulele, in a little factory in Kaneohe. That’s no small ac-

complishment given the number of superlative luthiers turning out 

Hawaii’s indigenous stringed instrument, in a market lately buoyed 

by a worldwide ukulele craze. 

Souza’s kumu, Peter Bermudez, gave him free rein to explore pos-

sibilities. The result: innovative instruments that balance tone, play-

ability, aesthetics, and sustainability in a way that’s made Kanile‘a 

(Hawaiian for “joyful sound”) stand out in a “sea of uke brands,” 

Souza says. Their quality has attracted some of the best players in 

the island entertainment business and beyond, such as Willie K, 

Sean Na‘auao, and Cas Haley. 

The ukulele wasn’t always synonymous with Hawaiian music. 

Descended from a Portuguese instrument that arrived in the is-

lands in the late 1870s, it became established in Hawaiian culture 

once King Kalakaua, himself an accomplished musician, included 

it in royal performances.  

Kanile‘a builds its instruments with a greater mission to care for 

the land. “We follow the olelo noeau, the Hawaiian proverb: He alii ka 

aina, he kaua ke kanaka,” says Souza. (The land is chief, the people 

are its servants.) To that end, Kanile‘a is restoring forests on its pri-

vate land on Hawaii Island, to protect the native species that provide 

precious wood like koa and iliahi (sandalwood). Kanile‘a plants a koa 

for every instrument it builds, with 25,000 trees in the ground so far, 

“to make sure that a hundred years from now an ukulele can still be 

built,” says Souza. “It’s the vehicle that allows us to do things that are 

much bigger than us: to restore our forests, and to do what we see as 

important to being Hawaiian, to who we are as a people.” 

UKULELE

HIGH NOTES 
JOE SOUZA

¯
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A FORTUNATE MISFORTUNE LED IPOLANI VAUGHAN TO 

weaving. Some of her friends were headed to Kona for a weaving 

conference, and she tagged along. Inspired to try even though she’d 

never woven before, Vaughan found herself, by accident, in an inter-

mediate/advanced class. “I was totally lost and frustrated,” she says. 

A woman overheard Vaughan talking herself through the struggle 

in Hawaiian and sat down to guide her. While the pair conversed in 

Hawaiian, an audience gathered to watch. “Come to find out she was 

a master weaver, Lily Sugihara, very well known on the Big Island,” 

recalls Vaughan. On her return to Oahu, she says, “I was led to my 

kumu, and here I am today.”

That kumu was master weaver Aunty Gladys Grace, a renowned 

figure in Hawaiian weaving, in particular of papale, or hats. Woven 

hats are found throughout the Pacific, but, as with surfing, the art 

reached its apotheosis in Hawaii. And like many traditional arts, it 

was fading: A generation ago, there were only about ten papale mas-

ters left, including Aunty Gladys. Determined to keep the craft alive, 

they resolved to make it noa, accessible to a new generation. 

Aunty Gladys’ forte was anoni, a technique using two colors of leaf 

plaited into complex patterns. “She must have seen something in my 

hands,” Vaughan says, “because normally you had to make ten papale 

before she let you do anoni. She let me do it on my second.” Vaughan 

became a skilled hat maker, but “I wanted to do something differ-

ent,” she says. So she started covering things: water bottles, then 

hat boxes, then more complex things, like footstools, inventing new 

approaches to weave onto these odd shapes. While she still makes 

papale, she’s known mostly for covering unusual shapes, especially 

large containers – not only hat boxes, but cases for travel. 

Now Vaughan is teaching the next generation. But, she says, her 

students won’t learn to make anoni papale until they make ten hats. 

“I’m going to carry on what my kumu instilled in me,” she says.

WEAVING

PATHS INTERTWINED 
IPOLANI VAUGHAN

Ipolani Vaughan (in 
yellow) with a student 
and (top) Vaughan’s 
handiwork on display.

DETERMINED 

TO KEEP THE 

CRAFT ALIVE, 

THE MASTER 

WEAVERS 

RESOLVED TO 

MAKE IT ACCES-

SIBLE TO A NEW 

GENERATION. 
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WORLD’S LEADING RIVER CRUISE LINE

Did you know?
The world’s leading river cruise line is also  

rated the world’s best ocean cruise line.

BY R IVER & BY SEA

Only with Viking, the small ship experts.

WORLD’S BEST OCEAN CRUISE LINE

Ask about the latest offers from Viking.

To book, contact your Virtuoso travel advisor.



GO Virtuoso’s on-site 

tour connection in 

Hawaii, Luxe Travel 

Hawaii, can work 

with travel advisors to 

organize custom tours 

centered around Hawai-

ian arts and traditions. 

STAY The 552-room Ritz-

Carlton Residences, 

Waikiki Beach is packed 

with features that help 

families – or anyone on 

an extended Hawaiian 

sojourn – feel at home: 

in-room kitchens, wash-

ers and dryers, and an 

on-site Dean & DeLuca 

market for grab-and-go 

dining. The hotel is part-

nering with the Hawaiian 

Legacy Reforestation 

Initiative as part of the 

new Malama Hawaii 

program, which allows 

travelers to care for 

(malama) the commu-

nity, in this case through 

donating to or partici- 

pating in reforestation 

efforts on Oahu. Doubles 

from $550, including 

early check-in and late 

checkout, breakfast 

daily, Honolulu Museum 

of Art access, and a 

$100 hotel credit.

At Four Seasons Resort 

Oahu at Ko Olina on 

Oahu’s rugged western 

coast, guests can learn 

lei-making, weaving, 

ukulele-playing, and 

more as part of the ho-

tel’s Wayfinders program. 

The 370-room property 

is close to, but just far 

enough from, Waikiki’s 

bustle, with thoughtful 

(and playful) touches 

ranging from traditional 

open-ocean navigation 

excursions with local 

guides to mai tais served 

in Spam cans. Doubles 

from $1,295, including 

breakfast daily and a 

$100 resort credit.

SHOP Shop for Hawaiian-

made art, crafts, and 

more at Maile Meyer’s 

Na Mea Hawai‘i gallery 

and store in Honolulu. 

nameahawaii.com.

Commission a lei (haku 

lei start at $75) or 

inquire about a private 

workshop with Meleana 

Estes. meleana.com.

Proceeds from Tom Po-

haku Stone’s HawaiiBC 

(the “BC” is for “before 

Cook”) surfboards go 

to his nonprofit, Kanalu, 

which supports cultural 

education and ocean 

safety. Boards start at 

$750, but can range up 

to more than $30,000 

for larger native-wood 

models. hawaiibc.com.

A 45-by-45-inch Pat 

Gorelangton quilted 

wall hanging costs 

around $1,000; queen- 

and king-size quilts 

range up to $5,500.  

@hawaiianquiltsbypat.

Buy or commission 

a woven creation by 

Ipolani Vaughan, or 

sign up for a private 

weaving class or work-

shop with her. Covered 

water bottles start at 

$75, and custom hats 

at $300.  @ipolani 

vaughan.

Visit Kanile‘a ‘Uku-

lele’s storefront at 

the Windward Mall in 

Kaneohe to shop for 

instruments (starting 

at $110) or commis-

sion a custom uke for 

upward of five figures. 

kanileaukulele.com.  

Oahu 
IMmersion
WHERE TO STAY AND HOW TO CONNECT 

WITH THE ISLAND’S ARTISAN TRADITIONS.

Golden hour 
at the Four 

Seasons 
Resort Oahu 

at Ko Olina 
and (right) a 
Niihau shell 

necklace 
at Na Mea 

Hawai‘i.
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Nothing comes close to this.

With calm, clear water, warm sunshine, our legendary laid-back attitude and  

a million unique ways to keep your distance, nothing comes close to a getaway 

in The Florida Keys & Key West. There’s never been a better time to call  

your Vir tuoso travel advisor.

For the latest protocols on health & safety in The Florida Keys, 

please visit f la-keys.com.
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a documentary  
photographer 

reflects on 
a life spent  

discovering our 
common thread.

STORY AND

 PHOTOGRAPHY 

BY ALISON  WRIGHT

Human connections: 
An apprentice geisha 

in Tokyo and (op-
posite) a resident of 

Port-au-Prince, Haiti.
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’VE TRAVELED TO ALL SEVEN CONTINENTS PHOTOGRAPHING 
endangered cultures and people while covering issues concerning the human 

condition. That’s 160 countries and territories in pursuit of our universal hu-

man connection, resulting in the publication of 11 books. These images are ex-

cerpted from Human Tribe (Schiffer), a collection of global portraits celebrating 

the beauty of our visual human tapestry. 

One of the many things I’ve learned during my years of exploration is that, no 

matter how different our appearance, we basically have the same shared desires 

and concerns. We want to love and be loved; to have a useful place in our society, 

with some meaningful and fulfilling occupation in our life; work that will provide 

us with enough money in our pocket to get by; food on the table; and education, 

health, and safety for ourselves, our families, and our children. The freedom to be 

oneself is a right that creates the exquisiteness of our human race.

From tribes in Africa to nomads in Asia, families and individuals around the 

world have graciously opened their homes and hearts to me. I often don’t speak the 

language of the person I’m photographing, so I’ve learned to communicate from 

this place of love and respect. I spend time immersed in the culture and connect-

ing with the person I’m photographing, while trust and a dance of vulnerability 

develop – on both sides. 

The planet, at times, can seem so vast, with population numbers almost too 

large for us to comprehend. But when you capture the look in someone’s eyes – an 

intimate stare, a knowing glance – his or her situation becomes a shared experi-

ence, a more personal connection. No matter what their circumstances, their eyes 

radiate a dignity that stems from a right to be seen. After all, isn’t that what we all 

want? The thing I love most about travel is that sense of connectivity, the feeling of 

oneness – a human tribe. 

I
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In 2000 I was gravely injured in a devastating bus accident on a remote 

jungle road in Laos. Every day I’m reminded that I’m alive because of the 

kindness of strangers. That near-death experience, as well as working in 

adverse conditions, inspired me to give back to the communities I photo-

graph by establishing Faces of Hope (facesofhope.org), a nonprofit fund 

that supports women’s and children’s rights globally by creating visual 

awareness and donating directly to grassroots organizations that help 

sustain them. These photos are a celebration of the universal human spirit 

within all of us. It’s what bonds us, our continued thread, as we continue 

this journey together on the pilgrimage of life. alisonwright.com.

Clockwise from opposite left: A man from the 
Drokpa tribe wears a traditional flower headdress 

in Ladakh, India.  A 16-year-old girl in Dar es 
Salaam, Tanzania, at a program where girls are 

trained in empowerment and life skills.  
 An 82-year-old nun at a monastery in Bhutan’s 
Punakha Valley.  A young girl dressed for a horse 

festival in the Tibetan province of Kham.  A young 
Tibetan Buddhist monk in Kham.
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WHEN YOU 

CAPTURE THE LOOK 

IN SOMEONE'S EYES, 

HIS OR HER 

SITUATION BECOMES 

A SHARED EXPERIENCE,  

A MORE PERSONAL 

CONNECTION.

Clockwise from top left: A girl  
from the Hamer tribe at a market 
in Ethiopia’s Omo River valley.  
 A girl from the Tsemey tribe, 
also in Ethiopia.  A young  
Ethiopian Benna tribal mem-
ber dressed for bull-jumping, a 
traditional rite of passage, in the 
Omo Valley.  An Inuit resident 
of Bettles, Alaska, north of the 
Arctic Circle.  A dogsledder in 
Norway’s Arctic Svalbard region. 
 A boy dressed for a powwow in 
the Ganado, Arizona, chapter of 
the Navajo Nation.  
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Need to Know

HOW
TO
TRAVEL
BETTER
THE TRAVEL TIPS, 
INSIGHT, AND ESSENTIALS 
YOU NEED NOW.

●  NEW MANHATTAN CLAS-

SIC New York City emerged 

from lockdown in late May just 

in time to welcome a new local 

gem: Little Island, a public park 

perched on 280 piles topped 

with concrete “tulips” in the 

Hudson River. The undulat-

ing Heatherwick Studio-

designed space (conceived 

by Barry Diller and funded by 

The Diller-von Furstenberg 

Family Foundation) adds a jolt 

of pure delight to Hudson River 

Park, with lush landscaping, 

a 687-seat amphitheater, and 

summer arts programming, in-

cluding a live performance by 

the American Ballet Theatre.  

●  REAL ID ON HOLD (AGAIN) 

One less to-do list item as we 

emerge from the pandemic: 

The Department of Homeland 

Security recently pushed 

back the planned enforce-

ment of the REAL ID Act. The 

regulation, which will require 

domestic U.S. travelers to 

present a REAL ID-compliant 

form of identifi cation to clear 

TSA checks for air travel, is 

getting yet another extension. 

Most recently slated for an 

October 2021 rollout, the start 

has been moved to May 2023.

TRAVEL INTELLIGENCE

P rk           
L tt          

We love fashion and accessories 

brand Cuyana for its “fewer, bet-

ter” ethos. Its new Italian-leather 

travel jewelry case earns a spot 

in our packing arsenal, with a 

suede interior and spots for all 

the baubles we can’t leave home 

without. $85, cuyana.com.

73
Percentage of travelers who 

are planning to head to 
Europe once restrictions 

are lifted, according to 
a recent Virtuoso poll.

WE’RE 
OBSESSED WITH

P rk           
L tt          
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WINDSTAR ALL-SUITE OR SAILING YACHT.

Windstar will provide one bottle of Veuve in your suite/stateroom to celebrate your sailing. Windstar is also off ering the fi rst two guests in a qualifying suite/stateroom the option to choose one of the following credits: up to $1,000 USD shipboard 
credit per suite/stateroom; OR one free hotel night per suite/stateroom. Shipboard credits are available in the following amounts: $1,000 USD shipboard credit per Premium Suite ($500 USD per guest) for sailings 14 days or more; $400 
USD shipboard credit per standard suite/stateroom ($200 USD per guest) for sailings 14 days or more; $400 USD per Premium Suite ($200 USD per guest) for sailings less than 14 days; $200 USD per standard suite/stateroom ($100 USD 
per guest) for sailings less than 14 days. Single fares will receive shipboard credit at the per guest rate. Shore excursions using shipboard credit must be booked onboard. Hotel nights are available at Windstar-selected hotels pre- or post-cruise. 
Certain restrictions apply. All fares mentioned are per person, in US dollars, cruise only, based on double occupancy in lowest category, and include non-discountable amounts. Taxes, Fees and Port Expenses are additional and are published at 
www.windstarcruises.com. Offer is valid on new bookings only and subject to availability. Consult your Windstar representative for promotional offer or discount combinability. Bookings are non-transferable; no name changes can be made nor can this offer 
be applied retroactively. Cancellation fees may apply; please see website for details. Fuel surcharges may be imposed or increased over time. Offer is capacity controlled and may be withdrawn or modified at Windstar’s discretion at any time. Information 
contained herein is accurate at time of publication and subject to change without notice. All terms and conditions stated on the Windstar website apply. Cruises are provided subject to the terms and conditions of the Passage Contract. Offer expires on 
August 31, 2021. Ships’ registry: Bahamas.

LET’S GET BACK OUT THERE.

We’re offi  cially back at sea, ready to welcome you aboard and whisk you away to those far-off  

exotic places you’ve been dreaming of.

Carrying only 148 to 342 guests, our newly transformed all-suite yachts, and sailing ships, are 

small enough to slip past the big tourist ships and tuck into those remote, uncrowded ports and 

private bays most people will never see—Fakarava. Patmos. Heimaey Island. From the personalized 

attention you get from our crew members, to our world-class culinary program featuring regionally 

inspired dishes made with fresh local ingredients, to the World Spa by Windstar, it’s all waiting for you 

with this limited time off er.

Book your Windstar Cruise by August 31, 2021 and receive your choice of up to

$1000 onboard credit OR a free hotel night and a bottle of Veuve Clicquot champagne 

will be waiting for you in your stateroom or suite to celebrate your return to cruising.

TO BOOK, CONTACT YOUR VIRTUOSO TRAVEL ADVISOR.

S IL     
 S                                  S                                 
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Need to Know

“Make a checklist to schedule required 

Covid tests within the necessary time frame 

for your destination. Some countries very 

specifically count either hours or days. Take a 

photo of your vaccination certificate to have 

available on your phone and keep the original 

tucked inside your passport.”  – Shari Kalt, 

Royal Oak, Michigan

“Don’t wait to book: Travel demand is in-

creasing quickly, and supply is limited. A Vir-

tuoso advisor can help make sure travelers 

are aware of cancellation policies, get them 

extra complimentary benefits, and, at times, 

even hold a hotel room while the client final-

izes their trip details.”  – Nick and Brandon 

Cosinteno, Indianapolis

 

“Go with your eyes open about what to ex-

pect – Covid protocols; capacity and hours at 

restaurants, shops, markets, and museums; 

service levels; and curfews. Pack a healthy 

dose of flexibility and compassion. When 

faced with surprises, channel empathy and 

try to add a little more kindness to the world.”   

– Mimi Lichtenstein, Hanover, New Hampshire

CAPE COD BREAK

INTERVIEW

BACKGROUND RESEARCH
IF YOU’RE GOING TO …

HAWAII (“Island Made,” 

page 88): Paul Ther-

oux’s new novel,  

Under the Wave at 

Waimea, follows an 

aging big-wave surfer 

on Oahu after a tragedy 

alters the course  

of his life.

THE AIRPORT (“What’s 

on Our Wanderlists,” 

page 73): Peruse Come 

Fly with Me: Flying in 

Style, a new Rizzoli 

coffee-table book by 

Jodi Peckman that gath-

ers lush images of the 

fabulous in transit. 

BHUTAN (“What’s on 

Our Wanderlists,” page 

80): Beyond the Sky and 

the Earth: A Journey into 

Bhutan, Jamie Zeppa’s 

memoir about her two 

years in a small Bhuta-

nese village, transports, 

informs, and inspires.

For his first pandemic-era trip, wealth advisor 

Dan Ladner of Franklin Lakes, New Jersey, 

wanted a drivable destination where he could 

take a break with his family. Morganville, New 

Jersey-based Virtuoso advisor Amy Grigos 

arranged a week for them at Massachusetts’ 

Wequassett Resort and Golf Club.

This first trip during the pandemic felt like 

I was venturing into a new world. I needed a 

guide and a focus on enjoyment and fun with 

my family. 

What do I wish I had known beforehand? 

That everything would be OK. I thought I 

wasn’t going to vacation at all during the 

pandemic. It all worked so well with the 

proper planning.

Amy got me the details about protocols and 

precautions in advance, so there were no 

surprises along the way. She also mapped 

out drive times, options for routes to 

Wequassett, and even stops along the way.

I had a tee time at the neighboring Cape 

Cod National Golf Club, we ate great food 

at Twenty-Eight Atlantic and Outer Bar & 

Grille, and our wonderful room was a high-

light in itself, with a fire pit, harbor view, and 

cool breeze.

Our departure from Wequassett was later 

in the evening, and a last-minute s’mores 

fire pit delivery from room service really 

added joy to our leaving. It was the icing  

on the cake. 

The greatest value of having Amy as a travel 

advisor is that she can help us navigate any 

challenges or preferences. I want to go to 

Greece next. I’m excited to take Amy up on 

planning it.  

ASK THE ADVISORS
TIPS FOR GETTING BACK OUT THERE?



A private key to  

Cadogan Gardens
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Gallery

BLUE HEAVEN

Devon, UK-based painter, illustrator, and designer Rosie Harbottle looks to her travels – especially to gardens she encounters 

along the way – to inspire her work. “In Marrakech, I keep going back to Yves Saint Laurent and Pierre Bergé’s incredible Jardin 

Majorelle for its history, intrigue, and design,” she says. “If you visit before the crowds, it’s also a wonderful place of calm in an 

otherwise bustling city.” Prints available at rosieharbottle.com.  @rosieharbottle

Jardin Majorelle

Fine-art print from a watercolor original.

A PAINTERLY VIEW OF A LEGENDARY GARDEN.



VIRTUOSO TRAVEL ADVISORS MAKE YOUR TRAVEL DREAMS REALITY. 

THE WORLD 
AWAITS

Personal connections and access to a network of the world’s best travel companies give Virtuoso  
travel advisors the power to deliver your dreams – customized just for you. And the peace of mind  

that comes with knowing an expert has your back is more essential now than ever before.     

Connect with a travel advisor at virtuoso.com.



Your trusted travel resource. 

Virtuoso travel advisors customize each trip with extras and perks, 
and act as your advocates every step of the way. 

 Connect with an advisor at virtuoso.com.

THE WORLD’S TOP TRAVEL AGENCIES AND ADVISORS ARE VIRTUOSO®.




